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Abstract
Nanoscale Properties of Low-Dimensional Crystalline Organic Semiconductor Films
by
Alexander Buyanin
Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Miquel Salmeron, Co-Chair
Professor Gabor A. Somorjai, Co-Chair

The self-assembly and optoelectronic properties of model crystalline organic
semiconductor films was studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques. Small
molecule organic semiconductors serve as model systems for the active materials in
organic electronic devices. Applications such as organic solar cells and light-emitting
diodes rely on organic polymers and small molecules for their properties but the
performance of these organic devices could still yet be improved compared to the
inorganic-based devices. The aim of this work is to study different structure-property
relationships in model organic systems to gain a better understanding for designing
organic electronic material. Other spectroscopic and structural techniques are used to
complement the spatial mapping capability of AFM, providing a more comprehensive
view of the fundamental processes governing organic semiconductor films. First, selfassembled oligothiophenes with different surface functionalization are studied for the role
humidity has on the electronic properties of a monolayer film. In-situ AFM and x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) show that the water vapor is found to change the
electronic properties of films with hydrophilic surface termination groups leaving
hydrophobic films unaffected. Next, different indigo small molecules are self-assembled
at the air-water interface into crystalline structures. The role of intermolecular
interactions is found to play a critical role in the indigo crystal morphology. The selfassembled indigo crystals are studied by photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy revealing
the presence of H-aggregate formation during self-assembly. Further studies of the
electronic properties of the indigo crystal films are performed using electrical AFM
techniques and field-effect transistors. Finally, a scheme for the fabrication of flat fieldeffect transistors using graphene photolithography is presented. Graphene field-effect
transistors are fabricated and tested providing a platform to study more accurately thin
organic semiconducting films. This dissertation demonstrates the advantage of studying
model systems of organic semiconductors with nanoscale precision with the aim of
designing better performing organic electronic devices.
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1 Introduction
Abstract
Organic semiconductors and their electronic applications are introduced in this
chapter. A fundamental understanding of how organic semiconductors behave at the
molecular level as well as when assembled into a film is essential for achieving high
performing devices. The tunability of organic molecules to achieve different energetic
states and environmental sensitivity makes organic electronics suitable for applications
such as photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes, and sensors. A nanoscale approach to study
the structure and optoelectronic properties of low-dimensional model organic films is
introduced.

1

1.1 Organic Electronics
The discovery of new and better materials has led to the constant development of
technology. In the last fifty years the use of semiconductors in electronics has
revolutionized all facets of society. The physics of a semiconductor are inherent from
simple objects such as a transistor to a complicated device such as a solar cell. The
research in inorganic semiconductors was followed by the discovery that particular
organic molecules could also exhibit semiconducting properties.1-2 Since their realization,
organic semiconductors have found use in various applications but two primary areas that
have driven much of the research is in photovoltaics3-6 and light-emitting diodes.7-9
Figure 1.1 shows the progression of solar-cell efficiencies in various types of devices.
Inorganic semiconductor devices, especially silicon based solar cells, have efficiencies
typically above 20% and have served as benchmarks for the field. As one can see,
although the field of organic solar cells has developed the efficiency up to approximately
12%, it still lags behind their inorganic counterparts.

Figure 1.1 Solar Cell Efficiency Records.10
On the other hand, organic light-emitting diodes have found extensive use in display
applications such as televisions and mobile phones and are surpassing fully-inorganic
based displays. Furthermore, the mechanical flexibility of organic molecules and
polymers is allowing researchers to explore flexible electronic devices.11-12 However, a
primary drawback that continues to limit further use of organic semiconductors is the
poor charge mobility in organic films compared to inorganic films.
Organic semiconductors exhibit fundamentally different charge transport behavior
than inorganic semiconductors. For inorganic semiconductor solids, a band model applies
2

where there is a delocalization of charge carriers (i.e. electrons and holes).13 Band
transport results in crystalline silicon having an electron mobility of 1400cm 2V-1s-1 and
hole mobility of 450cm2V-1s-1. Organic semiconductors on the other hand do not have
fully delocalized charge carriers but rather the charge is localized and hops to
neighboring semiconducting molecules during transport.14-16 For comparison, a rubrene
single crystal only has a hole mobility of 40cm2V-1s-1.17 However, organic
semiconductors have significant advantages over inorganic materials. Specifically the
widespread field of organic synthesis means organic semiconductors can be tuned
synthetically which is not as simple with inorganic crystals.18 Synthetic developments
have yielded different functional groups that make a molecule inherently p-type19 and ntype.20-21

Figure 1.2. Common organic semiconductor molecules used in optoelectronic
applications. P-type organic semiconductors are shown in the left panel. N-type organic
semiconductors are shown in the right panel.22
Figure 1.2 shows commonly used organic semiconductor molecules. Fundamental to all
of the examples is a conjugated π-system that can be further “doped” by
oxidation/reduction to remove/add delocalized electrons. P-type semiconductors are
electron deficient species where the hole is the charge carrier, and n-type are electron rich
species where the electron is the charge carrier. The synthetic tunability of molecules
directly leads to the tunability of optical and electronic properties. Different chemical
3

groups on the conjugated system will modify the energetic levels of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) which
determines the bandgap of the molecule. The molecular structure also plays an important
role in the self-assembly of the molecule into a film and the reactivity of the
molecule/film to other molecules.
The importance of self-assembly for organic electronics can be understood by
examining the intermolecular interactions between two molecules in an active layer. For
a specific electronic application there is inherently a preferential geometry or structure to
the active organic film. For example, in an organic field-effect transistor, the active
organic layer must efficiently conduct charge across the film between electrodes. The
conductivity depends on how efficient the charge hopping is between hopping sites in the
film which is itself highly dependent on how well the molecules pack together (i.e.
single-crystal films exhibit higher mobilities than amorphous films).23 Thus the structureproperty relationship in organic semiconductor films is a critical aspect of research to
investigate and finding the most effective processing methods is important for the
realization of better performing organic electronic devices. Different techniques exist to
form organic films. Solution based techniques such as spin coating or dip coating have
significant drawbacks in achieving highly conductive films. Since the self-assembly
process is driven primarily by weak forces such as van der Waals interactions, small
variations in solvent evaporation rate or concentration can lead to defects and grain
boundaries in the film which decrease performance.24-25 To achieve single crystals of
organic semiconductors the most common method is solution growth or physical vapor
deposition.17 To study the inherent structure-property relationship it is also important to
study model systems where the molecular packing is ordered and easily resolvable. For
this purpose self-assembled monolayers or few-layer films are ideal.
It is also important to consider the chemical nature of organic semiconductors.
Inorganic semiconductors such as silicon or gallium arsenide typically show a fair
amount of inertness in their optical and electronic properties to moderate environmental
changes. This is not true for organic semiconductors as the HOMO/LUMO levels are
energetically capable of causing a chemical reaction with elevated temperature or the
presence of other chemicals present in the atmosphere such as water molecules. However,
this opens an important area for study in the field of sensors. Organic molecules can be
highly tuned to be chemically reactive to specific molecules, or analytes, and an organic
film can be used as a sensor for both gaseous and liquid species.26-28 In sensors typically a
bulk signal is measured that is composed of multiple receptor-analyte interactions.
Molecular understanding of the analyte binding event and the influence it has on the local
electronic properties of a semiconductor is important for the design of higher performing
organic sensors as a stronger local interaction typically causes a larger bulk signal that
can be measured.
Scanning probe microscopy has revolutionized our understanding of the nanoscale
properties of semiconductor films. In addition to measuring mechanical properties29,
atomic force microscopy has allowed researchers to study a variety of optoelectronic
properties in organic semiconductor films including but not limited to local
4

conductivity30-32, photoconductivity33-34, and work function heterogeneity.35-37 These
nanoscale spatial measurements enable researchers to correlate the nanoscale structure of
an organic semiconductor film with the local property that would otherwise be averaged
out if only bulk measurements are performed. Electronic properties such as conductivity
depend greatly on nanoscale defects or grain boundaries in organic films and techniques
with nanoscale spatial resolution are necessary to characterize why these defects cause a
loss in performance.38-39 To study the fundamental structure-property relationship in
organic semiconductor films it is advantageous to use model systems. Monolayers or
few-layer films are ideal because they are better characterized by atomic force
microscopy but also reflect the properties that exist in bulk films used for actual devices.
In this thesis crystalline monolayers and few-layer films are studied to understand how
the structure and packing of the individual organic molecules define the optoelectronic
properties of the film.

1.2 Organization of Thesis
This chapter is a brief background on organic electronics and the organic molecules
within the active layers in devices. The properties of organic semiconductors are
discussed and a methodology of how to study the structure-property relationship at
surfaces and in low-dimensional organic materials is presented. Chapter two gives a
detailed overview of the experimental techniques used for the different studies in this
thesis. Specifically, scanning probe techniques based on atomic force microscopy are
presented as well as some secondary techniques to complement the spatially resolved
images obtained from scanning probe measurements. Studies of environmental effects on
oligothiophene monolayers are presented in Chapter three. A functionalized hydroxyl
terminated oligothiophene monolayer that is sensitive to humidity changes is contrasted
with an inert methyl terminated oligothiophene monolayer. The hydroxyl terminated
monolayer is shown to exhibit changes to the film electronic properties as a function of
humidity while the same changes are not observed in the inert monolayer. Chapter four
introduces a class of organic semiconductor molecules based on the indigo functional
group. Two indigo semiconductors are studied for their self-assembly into crystalline
films. The structures of the two films are determined and the competition of different
intermolecular interactions is shown to yield unique anisotropic and isotropic geometries.
Chapter five studies the optical and electronic properties of the indigo films developed in
chapter four. Optical aggregates are shown to exist in crystalline indigo semiconductor
films also yielding electrical conductivity between distinct indigo crystallites. In addition,
a graphene electrode fabrication scheme is presented to achieve flat field-effect
transistors. Finally, chapter six summarizes the results in the thesis and presents an
outlook on the future direction of the research.

5

2 Experimental Methods
Abstract
This chapter will present an overview of the experimental techniques used in this
dissertation. Primary focus will be given to imaging nanoscale properties using scanning
probe techniques. Also, additional characterization tools that are used such as x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and grazing incidence
wide-angle x-ray scattering will be briefly discussed. Photoluminescence spectroscopy
and Langmuir-Blodgett films will be discussed in the context of organic semiconductor
films in this dissertation.
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2.1 Introduction
Probing optoelectronic properties on the nanoscale can be accomplished by utilizing
scanning probe techniques such as AFM (atomic force microscopy), CAFM (conductive
atomic force microscopy), and KPFM (kelvin probe force microscopy). The resolution of
these AFM techniques is determined by the tip which is typically 10-20nm. In addition to
structural information, these techniques can simultaneously give chemical and electronic
information on length scales up to micrometers. The atomic and molecular scale
energetics can be resolved using XPS and photoluminescence measurements. And in
addition, x-ray scattering can show atomic and molecular level structural information.
Temporal information of organic semiconductor charge behavior can be obtained using
time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. Principles of scanning probe, XPS,
photoluminescence, and other techniques will be discussed in detail.

2.2 Scanning Probe Microscopy
2.2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is utilized in all of the research presented in this
work due to the ability to perform measurements with high spatial resolution. AFM has
become ubiquitous in probing nanoscale properties since its invention in 1985.40-41 While
many optoelectronic materials are suitable for study by STM due to their conductive
nature, the AFM is typically more practical and has the advantage of being able to probe
multiple forms of properties of a material at once. Furthermore AFM has been steadily
developed and is currently capable of obtaining the highest resolution images of surfaces
and molecules when utilized in ultra-high vacuum.42-45 Most commercial AFM
instruments measure surface topography by using a cantilever with a sharp tip at the end
to probe the surface. As the tip encounters different features the cantilever will deflect to
compensate and this deflection can be monitored by a laser and photodiode (Figure 2.1).
The vertical deflection of the cantilever is measured with a laser to obtain the height of
the sample whereas the lateral deflection is a measure of the lateral force and is related to
the friction of the surface.

Figure 2.1 Typical AFM setup using a cantilever deflection method
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The AFM used here is an Agilent 5500 SPM commercial system (Keysight Technologies,
Santa Rosa, CA, USA) with no further modifications and shown in Figure 2.2. A 10
micron scanner head was used to ensure the highest spatial resolution possible.
Nevertheless a larger scanner head is available for the system if necessary. A significant
advantage for the Agilent 5500 system is that the sample is fixed on the stage through
either magnetic attachment or adhesives and the tip performs the raster scan. Tip-scan
usually results in better drift control and lowering the contribution of mechanical noise.
To minimize the noise from vibrations, the AFM resides on a 20kg block hung by bungee
cords to the roof of an acoustically isolated chamber. Most AFM setups utilize vibration
isolation tables or dampening legs for the table to minimize vibration but bungee cords
and hanging the instrument from above is also suitable. With this form of isolation, lattice
resolution of atomically flat surfaces (e.g. mica) is routinely obtained. A 1mW laser with
a wavelength of 670 nm is used for monitoring the cantilever deflection. The enclosure
allows for complete darkness of the sample so there is no stray light to interfere with the
deflection signal of the AFM.

Figure 2.2 Agilent 5500 SPM. (a) The AFM on the isolation block with the glass
environmental chamber visible below the scanner head. (b) Detailed view of inside the
environmental chamber. The tip (illuminated by a red laser) is in close proximity to the
surface of a sample. The metal sample stage contains pins for electrical biasing and
grounding the sample.
When measured in contact mode, a silicon cantilever with a small spring constant (~0.2
N/m) is used and the tip is scanned across a stationary sample using a constant force (~110 nN). The deflection of the cantilever is measured and converted through calibration to
give a topography image with sub-nanometer precision. However, contact AFM is prone
to heavy tip wear and induces sample damage in soft materials so the use of contact AFM
was minimal to when either conductive AFM was performed or lateral force information
was necessary. Unless noted, tapping mode AFM and non-contact AFM are used in these
experiments for topography images. In both modes the tip is oscillated at a resonant
frequency and the amplitude of the oscillation is used as the feedback mechanism. For
tapping mode, large amplitudes (~40-80 nm) are used with the set point frequency just
below the resonant frequency. For non-contact mode, the frequency was set to be either
on resonance or slightly higher than resonance with very small amplitudes (~10-20 nm)
Tapping mode AFM was performed with silicon cantilevers with a resonance frequency
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typically of 300 kHz and non-contact AFM cantilevers typically had a resonance
frequency of 70 kHz. Due to the Agilent 5500 system being in an enclosed glass chamber,
it was possible to measure samples under different gaseous environments. The majority
of measurements were performed under dry nitrogen and a measured relative humidity of
~0.4%. The lack of a moisture layer on the sample surface or tip typically improved the
stability and spatial resolution.46-47

2.2.2 Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy
A metal coated tip can be used instead of inert silicon to measure the current flow
between a conductive sample and the tip in a mode called conductive atomic force
microscopy (CAFM). In CAFM the tip is in constant contact with the sample and current
can flow between the sample and tip. The current is recorded at each pixel that
topography is measured and a simultaneous image of current is obtained alongside height
and friction. The sensitivity of the CAFM is typically in the femtoamps region and can
reach values up to a microamp; however these extremes are usually avoided due to
signal-to-noise issues and material degradation respectively. Most measurements are
performed with a pico- or nano- level of current. The conductive tips most commonly
used for CAFM are platinum coated silicon tips where the platinum layer is 10-25 nm.
While suitable for most applications, these tips are susceptible to wear and the platinum
coating often times is removed during imaging leading to an insulating tip and the loss of
current flow. A more expensive but more suitable alternative is a solid platinum probe.
These probes and cantilevers are fabricated with no underlying silicon material and are
conductive throughout so that if any tip wear occurs the tip should stay conductive.
In the Agilent 5500 system, a positive or negative voltage can be applied to the tip
or sample. Whichever one is chosen for biasing, the other is held at ground and current
measurements are collected at each pixel. Due to the decrease of image quality when
using a tip bias, the sample is the component most commonly where the voltage is
applied. To obtain a current map of a semiconducting organic material as shown in
Figure 2.3, the substrate must be carefully chosen. A highly conductive substrate must be
used, such as a metal (e.g., gold, copper, etc.) or a highly-doped silicon wafer (0.00050.001 Ω⋅cm) with only a thin native oxide. Figure 2.3 shows an image of an
oligothiophene monolayer on highly doped silicon with a native oxide and Figure 2.3b
shows the current image where the oligothiophene film is brighter (more current) than the
substrate underneath, this is due to lateral charge transport to neighboring molecules
which thus provides a larger electrical contact area. The spatial resolution is higher in the
height image (Figure 2.3a) however the current image accurately can depict the
morphology of the film. Typical resolution for CAFM can be 50-100 nm if a sharp tip is
used and the material does not degrade during the measurement. However, organic
materials are susceptible to degradation due to oxidation during current flow and most
measurements should be done with as small of a bias as possible. Furthermore, the
conductivity of thin films (<20 nm) can decrease with a higher imaging mechanical force
from the tip because the conducting pathway is dependent on precise molecular orbital
overlap which can be disrupted by pushing on the molecules.48
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Figure 2.3. Conductive AFM imaging of a pentathiophene monolayer. (a) Height image
of D5TBA monolayer. (b) Current mapping of the area shown in (a) at a sample bias of 3V. Brighter contrast indicates a larger amount of current is measured at that pixel.

2.2.3 Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) measures the local contact potential
difference (CPD) between a conductive AFM tip and the surface.49 By mapping the local
CPD, one can obtain the surface potential or work function of a surface with high spatial
and energetic resolution. KPFM can have an energy resolution of 5-20 meV and a spatial
resolution that is approximately the AFM tip radius.50 Further development has led to the
imaging of the charge distribution in a single molecule on a surface in ultra-high
vacuum.51 This is a significant advantage over Kelvin Probe and photoelectron
spectroscopy which while having the possibility of excellent energy resolution have little
spatial resolution.
In a typical KPFM experiment a platinum coated tip is used in non-contact AFM
mode to measure simultaneously topography and the contact potential difference of a
conductive or semiconducting sample. One critical aspect of KPFM is for the tip and the
surface to not be in contact like in CAFM. Figure 2.4 shows an energy level diagram of
an example surface and tip during KPFM operation when the work function of the
surface and the tip are different. Figure 2.4a shows the situation where the tip is not in
contact and furthermore there is no electrical contact between the tip and sample.
Because the fermi levels are different, in Figure 2.4b when the samples are placed in
electrical contact current flows and the fermi levels will line up. In this situation the
vacuum energy levels are no longer the same and a CPD voltage would form between the
sample and the tip. KPFM operates by applying the same magnitude CPD but opposite
direction to the tip or sample so that the electrical force can be nullified.
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Figure 2.4. Energy level diagram of the AFM tip and the sample during KPFM
operation. (a) Tip and sample are close to one another but not in electrical contact. (b) Tip
and sample are in electrical contact. (c) Tip and sample are in electrical contact but a DC
voltage is applied to the tip to compensate for the contact potential difference.
To measure the CPD of the surface using KPFM, first an AC voltage (VAC) is
applied to the tip with a frequency ω to be used as a reference signal. In addition, a DC
voltage (VDC) is applied to the tip. The total voltage difference between the sample and
the tip is given by
V=(VDC -VCPD ) + VAC sin(ωt)
KPFM can be modeled using a parallel plate capacitor model and the electrostatic force
can be defined as

F = FDC + Fω + F2ω
where the ω and 2ω are from the AC oscillation placed on the tip. The force can be
broken up into its three components

FDC = Fω = -

δC 1
[ (V -V )2 ]
δz 2 DC CPD

δC
(V -V )V sin(ωt)
δz DC CPD AC

F2ω = -

δC 1
V 2 [cos(2ωt)-1]
δz 4 AC
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A lock-in amplifier is used to measure the VCPD by measuring the Fω component of the
electrostatic force on top of on the mechanical tip oscillation. When a V AC with a
frequency ω is applied to the tip it is overlaid with the mechanical oscillation of the tip
used for topography. The lock-in amplifier outputs a voltage (VDC) such that the lock-in
output nullifies the Fω at every pixel and this VDC is the negative value of VCPD.
There are two primary ways to measure CPD by KPFM, amplitude modulation
(AM) and frequency modulation (FM). In AM, the Fω is measured from the cantilever
amplitude directly and the VDC is applied to nullify the amplitude. In FM the frequency
shift of Fω is measured and VDC is applied to nullify the frequency shift. Because FM
measures the electrical gradient rather than the electrostatic force, FM typically produces
higher spatial resolution and thus is preferred to AM. In this work, FM-KPFM is
performed with the Agilent 5500 system with the addition of a HF2LI Lock-in Amplifier
from Zurich Instruments (Zurich Instruments AG, Switzerland). A modulated bias of 2V
at 2 kHz was applied to the tip and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller was
used to add a DC bias to the tip to maintain the phase of the 2 kHz signal constant. In
addition, the absolute work function of a sample can be determined by first measuring a
calibration sample to obtain the work function of the AFM tip. In Figure 2.5a the AFM
height image of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is shown and the
simultaneously obtained CPD image is shown in Figure 2.5b.

Figure 2.5. KPFM of a HOPG surface. (a) AFM height image. (b) Contact potential
difference image.
The work function of HOPG is assumed to be constant with a value of 4.6eV.52
Calculating the work function of the platinum/titanium tip gives a tip work function of
~4.3eV. While further measurements with the same tip will yield the work function of a
material, one must take care to not change or contaminate the AFM tip in between
measurements. Any material picked up by the tip will change the contact potential
difference between the new tip apex, with the new contamination material, and the
surface. The new tip work function is unknown in this case and an absolute work function
cannot be accurately determined.
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2.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a technique used to probe material
composition that has proven very successful since its invention in the 1950s.53 The
principle of XPS is based on the photoelectric effect where when a material is irradiated
with high energy photons, that material will emit electrons with a characteristic kinetic
energy
Ekinetic = hν - Ebinding - Φanalyzer
where hν is the incident photon energy, Ebinding is the binding energy of a core or valence
electron, and Φanalyzer is the work function of the analyzer. Each element has distinct core
level binding energies and so a XPS spectrum for a given material will show distinct
peaks at specific energies corresponding to the elements present and their abundance in
the material. A schematic of the emission of an electron from a core level during a XPS
experiment is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. Principle of x-ray photoelectron emission
In Figure 2.6 the 1s electron is emitted into the vacuum from the material. The 1s electron
would have a kinetic energy that is dependent on the incident energy which would be
measured by the analyzer. Typical x-ray sources in a laboratory XPS are aluminum
(photon energy ~1487 eV) and magnesium (photon energy ~1254 eV). The incident
energies are high enough to probe a variety of core levels encompassing the s-block, pblock, and d-block elements. In addition, because of the small inelastic mean free path of
electrons in solids, XPS is inherently a surface sensitive technique where the probing
depth of a material is on the order of ~1-10 nm. However, due to electrons scattering with
gases, XPS historically is an ultra-high vacuum technique and most of the published
studies are of surfaces in vacuum conditions.
In the past fifteen years, extensive technological developments have been made
making XPS measurements in moderate pressure conditions possible.54-56 Ambient
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pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (APXPS) setups are now ubiquitous at
synchrotron facilities such as the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley, CA (Figure 2.7a).
Typical laboratory XPS instruments operate with a pressure differential between the
analyzer and sample chamber that is small (from ~10-10 to ~10-8 Torr). The addition of a
differential pumping system and electron focusing lenses (Figure 2.7b and Figure 2.7c)
allows one to have multiple order of magnitude pressure differentials so that the sample
can be in gaseous environments with pressures as high as 10 Torr while keeping the
analyzer pressure in the 10-10 Torr range. Gases such as CO, CO2, N2, and H2O can be
introduced using leak valves in a controlled fashion while simultaneously recording the
XPS spectrum of a material. Thus it is possible to compare a XPS spectrum in the
presence of gas species to that in ultra-high vacuum conditions. Any chemical change due
to the gaseous species will result in a change to the oxidation state of particular atoms.
However it should be noted that when organic films are measured, beam damage is a
significant problem and should be avoided when at all possible.57

Figure 2.7. Ambient Pressure X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. (a) Beamline 9.3.2 at
the Advanced Light Source Berkeley, CA. (b) Differentially pumping and electrostatic
focusing of electrons. (c) Schematic of APXPS system found at beamline 9.3.2 with the
hemispherical electron energy analyzer shown in yellow.55
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2.4 Grazing Incidence Wide-angle X-ray Scattering
Scattering techniques have proven to be highly successful in measuring the microand nano-scale structures in organic systems. While transmission is the most commonly
used geometry with both x-ray and electron scattering, a reflection, or grazing-incidence,
geometry is a useful alternative to measure organic thin films.58 An example
experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.8. The incident beam of x-rays is sent at the
sample with a shallow angle αi that is commonly below 1º. With grazing-incidence wideangle scattering (GIWAXS) it is possible to probe the orientation of the local crystallinity
in an organic molecular film in three-dimensions for very thin films. Specifically,
monolayer or few-layer films of semiconductors are well suited for GIWAXS due to the
inherent thickness of such samples. GIWAXS measures the scattering in-plane (xy-axis)
as well as out-of-plane (z-axis).

Figure 2.8. Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle Scattering X-ray Geometry58

2.5 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
Photoluminescence is the process of light emission from a material after absorption
of photons from another light source. For organic molecules, photoluminescence is a
combination of fluorescence and phosphorescence. Upon light excitation, if the photon
emission occurs from two singlet states the process is called fluorescence and if the
emission occurs from a triplet state and a singlet state the process is called
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phosphorescence.59 Organic semiconductors, especially those used for photovoltaics,
typically absorb light in the visible range (~400-800nm) and so commercial laser systems
are well suited for the study of the photophysics of organic films. Inorganic diode lasers
are the most commonly used excitation source due to the vast amounts of wavelengths
that are accessible. And by utilizing a motor-controlled stage on a confocal microscope
with laser excitation one can easily obtain spatial images of light emission from films 60 to
even single molecules.61 Furthermore, time resolved photoluminescence measurements
gives information about the charge carrier dynamics. By measuring the
photoluminescence of a material after excitation over a period of time one can obtain the
fluorescence lifetime of an organic molecule which can typically range from picoseconds
to nanoseconds.

2.6 Langmuir-Blodgett Films
The Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique was developed by Irving Langmuir and
Katharine Blodgett.62 It has since been extensively used by various fields to form stable
organic and inorganic films that can be transferred to different substrates for different
experiments.63-65 The main principle of LB film deposition is to deposit a solution of
molecules on the water surface and to use barrier compression to pack the molecules into
an ordered film. The surface pressure is continuously monitored using a Wilhemly plate
and molecular behavior can be followed for the presence of phase transitions or
morphology changes to the film during compression. An idealized isotherm is shown for
fatty acid molecules in Figure 2.9a. The deposition occurs with a solid substrate that is
vertically submerged in the water. The substrate is moved vertically out of the water
while a film of molecules is deposited onto the substrate at the water meniscus (Figure
2.9b).

Figure 2.9. Langmuir-Blodgett Technique. (a) Pressure-area isotherm showing different
phase transitions for a model system of fatty acid molecules. (b) Schematic of the
deposition process onto the substrate from the water surface.65
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3 Influence of Humidity on Electronic Properties of
Functional Self-Assembled Oligothiophene Monolayers
Abstract
The influence of surface group functionalization on the electronic properties of an
oligothiophene monolayer was investigated in this chapter. Using Langmuir-Blodgett a
quaterthiophene functionalized with a hydroxyl group can self-assemble into crystalline
monolayer islands at the air-water interface. The hydrophilic hydroxyl termination is contrasted
with a hydrophobic methyl terminated pentathiophene monolayer. The addition of the hydroxyl
group does not significantly change the self-assembly behavior producing similar crystalline
structures at the air-water interface. The reduction of the semiconducting core to four thiophene
groups and the addition of a hydroxyl group reduced the work function of the monolayer as
measured by kelvin probe force microscopy. While the surface potential of the methyl terminated
shows no change with varying humidity, water adsorption to the hydroxyl terminated film is
observed using kelvin probe force microscopy. Ambient-pressure x-ray spectroscopy is used to
better understand the localization of water adsorption on the monolayer. Water molecules at low
pressure prefer to adsorb onto hydrophilic groups and adsorption onto thiophene groups is not
observed as expected. The functionalization of organic electronic material plays a key role in
determining how sensitive the electronic properties of the device will be to environmental effects
during operation.
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3.1 Introduction
Polythiophenes have been one of the most commonly used and studied conductive polymers
since the early 1980s.66-69 The success of poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) in polymeric
solar cells and organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) has lead researchers to investigate
fundamental charge transport properties of thiophene-based films in the hopes of improving
device performance.18, 23 Much of this research has been driven by studies of organic
semiconductor small molecules. The important advantage of studying small molecules and
oligomers is that it allows researchers to study systems that are better defined structurally,
enabling more accurate structure-property correlations to be understood compared to their
polymeric equivalent.70-71 Oligothiophenes have been extensively studied for their behavior in
self-assembly72-73, donor-acceptor systems74, and charge-transport in field effect transistors75-77.
Furthermore, the synthetic flexibility of thiophene molecules allow researchers to use thiophene
oligomers and polymers in organic sensor applications.78-79 One can tailor the chemical
sensitivity of the thiophene film while preserving the high crystallinity and conductivity of the
thiophene herringbone crystal packing. While sensor applications often times utilize thick films
to obtain a high enough signal to measure in a device, model sensors can be studied using
monolayers and thin films. The high crystallinity that results from solution phase self-assembly
makes oligothiophenes useful model systems for studying organic electronics and sensors.
Thiophenes found an early use in Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film assemblies due to the
synthetic feasibility of synthesizing amphiphilic oligomers.80-82 However, unlike other
amphiphilic small molecules where the LB compression force can help form the molecular film,
thiophenes often do not require any external force to form a crystalline monolayer at the airwater interface.83 The thiophene π-π interaction84-85 is strong enough to induce crystal nucleation
upon solvent evaporation and propagate crystal growth locally around the nucleation center. The
oligothiophene crystal growth is governed by effects such as choice of solvent, concentration,
and temperature. What is of interest for the purposes of organic electronics is that crystals that
self-assemble at the air-water interface can be transferred to solid substrates without losing
structural integrity.83 Although in-situ studies of the organic monolayer at the air-water interface
are possible, preserving the exact crystal packing on the solid substrate as that on the air-water
interface allows researchers to use conventional techniques to probe the true self-assembled
structure-property relationship of oligothiophenes. Techniques such as conductive atomic force
microscopy (CAFM) and kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) are well suited to study highly
crystalline organic monolayers for their electronic properties. CAFM can study the charge
transport behavior within the monolayer while KPFM is sensitive to the work function
heterogeneity of the film.
In this chapter, the role of surface terminal functional groups on the electronic properties of
similar oligothiophene monolayers was studied using CAFM and KPFM. The use of
oligothiophene monolayers for sensor application relies on the ability of the monolayers to be
sensitive to environmental changes and preserving their conductive nature. Different
oligothiophenes can be synthesized so that the surface termination group of the monolayer after
self-assembly ranges in hydrophilicity. Figure 3.1 shows the molecules used in this study and
how the terminal functional group is varied depending on the desired degree of environmental
sensitivity. The 4-(5''''-decyl-[2,2':5',2'':5'',2''':5''',2''''-quinquethiophen]-5-yl)butanoic acid
(D5TBA) has a pentathiophene semiconducting core and a methyl group as the terminal group
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when self-assembled at the air water interface. Previous studies have extensively measured the
electronic properties86-88 and crystal-growth89 of a D5TBA monolayer. However, while D5TBA
would make a good candidate for an organic field-effect transistor, it would not be suitable for
sensor applications because the methyl termination would most likely not be sensitive to
environmental changes.

Figure 3.1. Molecular structures of oligothiophenes used in this study
The
4-(5'''-(10-hydroxydecyl)-[2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophen]-5-yl)butanoic
acid
(HD4TBA) and 4-(5'''-(10-mercaptodecyl)-[2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophen]-5-yl)butanoic acid
(TD4TBA) oligothiophenes are similar to D5TBA but contain fewer thiophene groups and a
functionalized terminal group. HD4TBA would be useful for the study of humidity effects on the
electrical properties of self-assembled oligothiophene monolayers. The self-assembly behavior
and electrical properties of HD4TBA have not been investigated as of yet but the structure of the
molecule should lead to similar self-assembly to that of D5TBA at the air-water interface.
TD4TBA is functionalized with a thiol which should allow for a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) to form on a gold surface. While such a system would be different from the
D5TBA/HD4TBA system that is self-assembled at the air-water interface, TD4TBA SAMs on
gold is a good model system for ambient-pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (APXPS)
experiments due to the stability of the gold-thiol bond in vacuum conditions. Humidity should
play a role on the binding energy of TD4TBA atoms if there is a strong enough interaction
between water vapor and the film.
This work studies the effect functionalization has on the electronic properties of
oligothiophene monolayers. The hydroxyl functionalization of HD4TBA is shown to not
interfere with the self-assembly at the air-water interface. HD4TBA crystallizes into similar
islands as D5TBA. The CAFM measurements of HD4TBA monolayers indicate that while
lateral conductivity is present in a quaterthiophene system, the reduction of the thiophene
semiconducting core to only four thiophene units leads to lower conductivity than the
pentathiophene core of D5TBA. However, the presence of a hydroxyl (HD4TBA) or carboxylic
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(TD4TBA) group is shown to be important for the surface electrical properties of
oligothiophenes by KPFM and APXPS as the methyl terminated D5TBA is the only
oligothiophene that is not sensitive to humidity changes due to the inability to hydrogen bond
with water vapor.

3.2 Experimental
Solutions of 0.1 mg/mL D5TBA and HD4TBA in chloroform were prepared. Solutions
were used for up to two months before a fresh solution was necessary due to molecule
degradation. Solutions were sonicated for 15 minutes prior to use to break up solution aggregates
and immediately filtered using Whatman® 1 qualitative filter paper prior to use. Depending on
the desired substrate coverage, 150-300µL of solution was gently deposited on MilliQ water in a
Teflon Langmuir-Blodgett trough making sure no droplet penetrated the water and deposited
underneath the surface. The solution was left to evaporate for approximately 30 minutes or until
the surface pressure of the water reached its value prior to chloroform deposition. For mixed
oligothiophene samples, a second aliquot of a different oligothiophene solution was subsequently
added to the surface. After the chloroform evaporation, the surface was compressed until a
desired surface pressure was reached. Typical values were 0.5-2 mN/m. After the compression
finished, while maintain the surface pressure constant, the film was transferred at a rate of
1mm/min onto a hydrophilic substrate. Substrates included highly doped p-type silicon wafer
with native oxide or freshly cleaved mica.
AFM images were obtained on an Agilent 5500 (Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA,
USA) using OMCL-AC240TM probes (Olympus Micro Cantilevers, Japan) which have a 20 nm
platinum coating with a titanium adhesion layer on the tip side and a nominal resonant frequency
value of 70 kHz with a nominal spring constant of 2 N/m. The tip radius is 15 nm. Kelvin probe
force microscopy was performed using a tip bias of VAC = 2V with a frequency of 2 kHz using a
HF2LI lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments AG, Switzerland). Conductive AFM images were
obtained under ambient conditions using CONTV-PT probes (Bruker, Camarillo, CA, USA) with
a nominal force constant of 0.2 N/m and a load of ~1-5 nN. Voltage biases were applied to the
sample and the current was collected through the tip which was held as ground. Humidity was
controlled by blowing dry nitrogen or nitrogen bubbled through water into the enclosed AFM
chamber. AFM images were analyzed using Gwyddion SPM data analysis software. Solution
absorbance was measured on an Agilent Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR using a concentration of 0.1
mg/mL in chloroform. All measurements were performed at 298K.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy experiments were performed at beamline 9.3.2 at the
Advanced Light Source in Berkeley, CA, USA.90 TD4TBA was dissolved in dry THF in a 1.75
mg/mL concentration. A 30 nm evaporated gold film on mica with a substrate size of
approximately 1cm2 was submerged in 2 mL of solution and the mixture sealed for 24 hours to
facilitate monolayer formation on the gold surface. The sample was then rinsed with copious
amounts of THF and then air dried. After transferring the sample to the AP-XPS chamber, the
sample was placed under high vacuum conditions (<10-6 torr) for measurement using an incident
energy of 650 eV. To measure the effect of water adsorption on the TD4TBA sample, water was
first freeze-pump-thawed to purify the water of other gases and then introduced into the chamber
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to a final chamber pressure of 100 mTorr using a leak valve before measurement. All APXPS
measurements were taken at 298K.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Self-assembly of HD4TBA into crystalline monolayers
The pressure-area isotherm of HD4TBA indicates HD4TBA self-assembles into
crystalline islands upon solvent evaporation at the air-water interface. The pressure-area
isotherms for D5TBA and HD4TBA are shown in Figure 3.2. Both oligothiophenes show the
same behavior over the compression area. The initial increase (240cm2 to 220cm2) is due to
mechanical effects in the experimental apparatus and is not the result of film compression. Both
D5TBA and HD4TBA show a flat region of no changing surface pressure until the compression
area is reduced to less than half of the available area. Both isotherms then proceed to increase
exponentially to higher surface pressures. This isotherm behavior has previously been reported
for D5TBA and the film morphology has been studied at various regions of the isotherm finding
that D5TBA crystallizes into monolayer islands upon solvent evaporation.87, 91 The amphiphilic
nature of D5TBA results in the butyric group orienting itself towards the water and the long
decyl group away from the water. Compression does not change the morphology of the
crystalline islands or the packing of the molecules within an island but rather only pushes islands
into each other forming a network of islands. Based on the isotherm behavior shown in Figure
3.2, HD4TBA appears to self-assemble in the same way and the compression would most likely
not affect the molecular packing.

Figure 3.2. Langmuir-Blodgett surface-pressure isotherms of D5TBA and HD4TBA
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AFM is capable of resolving morphological differences in the self-assembly nature of
D5TBA and HD4TBA. The morphological difference between the crystalline monolayers is
visible in the AFM height images in Figure 3.3. At 0.1 mg/mL concentration, the majority of
D5TBA islands show a dense round shape with a width of~800 nm. This is contrasted by the
more porous morphology of the HD4TBA film with no islands present in the region shown,
indicating that at the same concentration D5TBA can more easily self-assemble into large islands
whereas HD4TBA cannot. As a result the HD4TBA film resembles the film morphology of
D5TBA when the concentration is not high enough to nucleate island growth.87

Figure 3.3. AFM height images of oligothiophene monolayers. a) D5TBA and b) HD4TBA on
mica.
Based on the AFM imaging, the self-assembly behavior of HD4TBA and D5TBA do not seem to
differ. Thiophenes have been shown to prefer the herringbone packing motif.92-93 It is assumed
that the HD4TBA molecules preferentially self-assemble with the butyric acid pointed towards
the water similar to D5TBA because butyric acid is soluble in water whereas 1-decanol is
insoluble. The height of a D5TBA monolayer island is 2.6 nm whereas the height of the
HD4TBA film is approximately 1.6 nm (see Figure 3.5). The theoretical length of a full length
HD4TBA molecule is 3.1 nm, which is significantly longer than the height of the self-assembled
monolayer. For D5TBA the shorter height compared to its full length of 3.6 nm was found to be
due to molecular tilt at both the decyl chain and butyric acid and a similar effect is expected for
HD4TBA.87 However due to the presence of a hydroxyl group the chain length is slightly
increased and the tilt is expected to increase for HD4TBA.94-95 This is consistent with the height
of the HD4TBA monolayer being only 52% of the molecule length compared to 72% for
D5TBA. With D5TBA’s herringbone crystal structure88 one may infer that the removal of one
thiophene functional group and the addition of a hydroxyl terminal group should not disrupt the
driving force of π-π stacking on the self-assembly at the air-water interface. However, the
HD4TBA π-π stacking is weaker compared to D5TBA and is the likely reason for the less dense
morphology compared to D5TBA at the same concentration. While densely packed islands are
present (see Figures 3.4 and Figure 3.8) they are more sparse when compared to D5TBA at the
same concentrations.
Multiple oligothiophene monolayers can be placed on the same substrate by sequential
Langmuir-Blodgett depositions. Figure 3.4 shows a Langmuir-Blodgett deposition where
D5TBA was first pipetted on top of the water of the trough followed by HD4TBA. The height
image in Figure 3.4a shows two distinct regions. In the middle-left region the film is the lowest
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height of the entire sample with a height of ~2.6nm. This is most likely a single layer of D5TBA.
The rest of the image shows a second layer at a higher height of ~4.4nm. This second layer has
two distinct morphologies. On the left side of the image it is porous and appears to mimic the
morphology of the D5TBA underneath. On the right side of the image, the film is denser and
island-like.

Figure 3.4. AFM Imaging of mixed D5TBA/HD4TBA monolayers. (a) Height and (b) frequency
shift images.
When operating the AFM in non-contact mode, a frequency shift to the resonance frequency
occurs that can be simultaneously recorded to give a frequency shift image. Looking at the
frequency image in Figure 3.4b the D5TBA layer has a positive frequency shift relative to the
silicon substrate whereas the second layer shows a negative frequency shift relative to the silicon
substrate. A positive frequency shift is due to repulsive forces and with a silicon tip would
indicate a more hydrophobic interaction.96 The silicon surface should be mostly hydrophilic due
to the presence of SiO2 and SiOH groups, indicating this second oligothiophene layer has a
hydrophilic termination. This second layer is most likely HD4TBA that self-assembled on top of
D5TBA. In non-contact AFM the height is not always accurate due to forces on the tip96, so the
apparent height of 1.8nm for a HD4TBA second layer is inaccurate but comparable to value of
1.6nm measured by contact AFM (Figure 3.5). The growth of the second layer of HD4TBA can
start to be understood by considering the nature of HD4TBA molecules in chloroform solution
around D5TBA islands. It appears from the images in Figure 3.4 that there are regions of
HD4TBA that overlap perfectly with the D5TBA underneath. This growth occurs during the
chloroform evaporation on the air-water interface. One can assume that HD4TBA nucleation
crystals can form on top of the D5TBA the same way they can on the water surface and begin to
grow continuously over the areas of D5TBA. However, the HD4TBA that is at the edges of the
D5TBA that does not nucleate or HD4TBA that is not on the D5TBA is free to move further
away from the D5TBA island and nucleate/grow elsewhere. This would explain why in the
image shown in Figure 3.4 there are no distinct HD4TBA islands that reside over D5TBA and
the silicon substrate equally. However, further experiments in the deposition procedure and
growth are necessary to fully understand the growth of second layer oligothiophenes and the role
of solvent molecules in the preferential packing of oligothiophenes on top of each other.

3.3.2 Electronic properties of D5TBA and HD4TBA monolayers
To confirm the presence of electrical connectivity between molecules in HD4TBA, the
conductivity of Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers was measured by conductive AFM. When
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D5TBA is deposited on highly doped silicon with only a native oxide, a higher current is
measured when the tip is on top of D5TBA than the substrate. The higher current over D5TBA is
explained with a lateral conduction model.87 When a hole is injected into D5TBA monolayers,
the hole will go through a hopping mechanism to neighboring D5TBA molecules which will
increase the area for tunneling through the oxide to the doped silicon. A similar effect can be
seen in HD4TBA. Figure 3.5a shows a height image of HD4TBA deposited on highly doped ptype silicon with a native oxide layer (~1nm).

Figure 3.5. Conductive AFM imaging of HD4TBA on doped silicon. (a) Height and (b) current
map at -1V sample bias.
The image shows both HD4TBA monolayer film and a region of bare substrate. In Figure 3.5b is
the corresponding current map where every pixel is the current measured between the tip and
sample with a -1V bias applied to the doped silicon. A negative sample bias on the substrate
indicates hole injection from the tip to the film. The current over the bare silicon substrate is
~0pA whereas for the HD4TBA film it is 2-4pA indicating the presence of lateral conduction
within a HD4TBA layer. However, the magnitude of current measured for a particular voltage
applied is lower for HD4TBA than for D5TBA. The current measured for HD4TBA is
approximately twenty times lower than the current measured for D5TBA at the same voltage. 87
The lower conductivity of HD4TBA compared to D5TBA can be attributed to an increase in the
bandgap due to the reduction in the number thiophene groups97-98 and the introduction of a
hydroxyl group which can act as an electron trap20, 78, 99-101 reducing the current in the
measurement compared to a methyl terminated molecule. In addition, the thiophene packing of
the thiophenes in HD4TBA are not necessarily as well-aligned as in the case of D5TBA. The
optical bandgap can be estimated by measuring the absorption edge of the oligothiophene
solution.66 Figure 3.6 shows the absorbance onset of D5TBA is at a higher wavelength than that
of HD4TBA as expected. Using the absorption edges, the D5TBA optical bandgap is estimated
to be ~2.5eV whereas HD4TBA has an optical bandgap of ~2.7eV. While the hydroxyl group
makes HD4TBA an important model system to study for environmental effects on the electronic
properties of thiophene molecules, the low conductivity of HD4TBA makes it difficult to study
using current sensing techniques such as conductive AFM.
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Figure 3.6. UV-Vis absorbance of D5TBA and HD4TBA solutions in chloroform.
Kelvin probe force microscopy is a useful tool to probe the work function difference
between HD4TBA and D5TBA monolayers. Kelvin probe is sensitive to variations in the surface
potential in organic films102 and can be used to probe the effect changing the surface termination
of a monolayer has on the surface potential.103-105 Mixed monolayer samples were studied to
avoid tip changes that would occur if different samples were measured in different conditions
giving rise to variations in contact potential difference (CPD) that were the result of tip
inconsistency rather than true surface potential heterogeneity between samples. Figure 3.7 shows
the same mixed monolayer sample as in Figure 3.4 with Figure 3.7b showing the work function
as measured by the platinum tip in ambient conditions. The platinum tip was calibrated
beforehand by measuring a reference HOPG substrate (Φ=4.6eV) and the tip’s work function
was determined to be 4.92eV. The platinum tip measures the CPD between the tip and the
oligothiophene monolayer and with this calibration the work function of the sample is calculated
by subtracting the surface potential from the tip. The tip quality for KPFM is poor in Figure 3.7b
but the quantitative difference between different monolayers can still be discerned.
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Figure 3.7. Kelvin probe microscopy of mixed D5TBA/HD4TBA monolayers. (a) Height (noncontact) and (b) work function image calculated from the KPFM surface potential image. HOPG
is used as a reference to calibrate the tip work function.
The D5TBA monolayer has a work function of ~4.35eV and HD4TBA is shown to have a work
function that is larger than D5TBA which is expected. HD4TBA monolayers differ from D5TBA
by reducing the number of thiophenes present in the semiconducting core and the presence of a
hydroxyl group instead of a methyl group at the surface of the monolayer closest to the tip. The
theoretical band structure of thiophene oligomers indicates that the work function of
pentathiophene would be smaller than that of a quaterthiophene98 which fits with the
pentathiophene derivative D5TBA having a smaller work function. In addition, experimental and
theoretical results show that fluorinated self-assembled monolayers on gold lowers the surface
potential, thereby increasing the work function, compared to that of a methyl due to the
molecular dipole strength directed along the normal direction to the surface.106 The hydroxyl
group on HD4TBA would in the same way lower the surface potential compared to the methyl
termination of D5TBA, also leading to an increase in the work function of the HD4TBA
monolayer. Because KPFM is surface sensitive, the change from methyl to hydroxyl termination
is predicted to dominate the increase in measured work function although the influence in
thiophene groups cannot be ruled out.
In addition, HD4TBA shows two distinct values for the work function that is based on the
film morphology. For the densely packed islands the measured work function is ~4.5eV whereas
for the porous morphology the work function is higher with a value of ~4.6eV. The extent of
crystalline molecular packing is larger in the island-like which could give rise to a greater degree
of electron delocalization which has been shown to decrease the work function in π-stacked
materials.107-108 Although the poor tip quality in the image could lead to tip artifacts it would not
explain the quantative difference in work measured work function which seems constant over an
area much larger than the tip area (~10-20nm).

3.3.3 Changes in surface potential of HD4TBA and D5TBA with varying
humidity
The effect water adsorption has on the electronic properties of oligothiophenes can be
studied by kelvin probe force microscopy while varying the humidity of the local environment.
Water layers have been known to influence the surface potential of a surface by the process of
shielding.47 Figure 3.8 shows the height and CPD of a region of HD4TBA monolayer on silicon.
The HD4TBA island has a surface potential that is distinct from that of the silicon oxide surface
of the substrate according to Figure 3.8b.
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Figure 3.8. Kelvin probe force microscopy imaging of HD4TBA under varying humidity. (a)
Height image (non-contact) and (b) CPD at 2.9% relative humidity. (c) CPD at 19.6% relative
humidity. The CPD images have a color scale of -200meV.
The contact potential of HD4TBA can be monitored over time in the same location as the
humidity is increased. Figure 3.8c shows the same region where the relative humidity has been
increased to 19.6%. The CPD shows a brighter contrast to the HD4TBA layer which indicates
that the CPD has increased (more positive). This increase is expected with water adsorption on to
the surface of a HD4TBA monolayer. The CPD of the HD4TBA island measured over a large
humidity range is shown in Figure 3.9. The CPD sharply increases up to ~10% RH before the
rate of CPD increase changes. A similar CPD increase after 10% RH was observed by Verdaguer
and coworkers109 on silicon oxide, however no CPD measurements were obtained on silicon
oxide with less than 10% RH.
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Figure 3.9. Contact potential difference of HD4TBA monolayer and the silicon oxide substrate
with varying humidity
The low humidity regime (<20% RH) is where one monolayer of water is expected to form on a
hydrophilic surface such as mica and silicon oxide109 and the CPD-relative humidity curve
matches the water adsorption isotherm seen on other hydrophilic surfaces.110-111 The shape of the
curve, if taken as an indicative of water adsorption, would fit with the Langmuir model112 and
would be comparable to vibrational studies probing water adsorption on a hydroxyl terminated
self-assembled thiol monolayer.113-114 However the structure of the water layer cannot be
discerned by the shape of the isotherm here. The CPD increases by ~40meV which falls in the
expected range of a single hydroxyl-water interaction115 indicating that KPFM is sensitive
enough to be measuring the adsorption of a single water layer on a HD4TBA monolayer. The
CPD-relative humidity curve of the silicon oxide substrate is also shown for reference in Figure
3.9. The shape and magnitude of the curve is comparable to previous measurements.109 Further
sum-frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy studies under varying humidity would be
beneficial to probe the exact geometry of the interaction between the water vapor and hydroxyl
groups of HD4TBA.
The sensitivity of different functional groups to the increase in humidity can be probed by
monitoring the surface potential of different oligothiophenes simultaneously by KPFM.
HD4TBA has a hydroxyl termination group which is active for hydrogen bonding whereas
D5TBA has a methyl group which should be inert to the presence of water. Figure 3.10a shows a
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mixed HD4TBA/D5TBA monolayer film on silicon. The top image is an AFM height image
showing a mixed film with both D5TBA and HD4TBA present. The bottom image is a CPD
image of the same region taken at ~0% RH. A more positive CPD indicates a smaller work
function. The regions of D5TBA and HD4TBA are difficult to discern in height (upper) and CPD
(lower) but according to previous KPFM measurements (Figure 3.7) the film with a more
positive CPD should be regions of D5TBA due to D5TBA having a smaller work function than
HD4TBA.

Figure 3.10. Kelvin probe imaging of mixed D5TBA/HD4TBA monolayers under varying
humidity. Height and CPD images taken at (a) ~0% RH and (b) 34% RH. (c) Distribution of
contact potential difference values in the AFM image.
The mixed monolayer sample was placed in a sealed chamber and the humidity was controlled
by a combination of dry nitrogen gas flow and nitrogen bubbled through water. Figure 3.10a
shows the height and CPD of the mixed film at ~0% RH and Figure 3.10b shows the same region
at 34% RH. The distribution of CPD values in both images are plotted in Figure 3.10c. The ~0%
RH values show four distinct populations of CPD values: 280meV, 440meV, 500-550meV, and
600meV. The highest value is attributed to the silicon oxide substrate whereas the 500-550meV
is attributed to D5TBA. The other two values of CPD (440meV and 280meV) correspond to
HD4TBA film. The measurement in Figure 3.7 better resolved the spatial separation of
HD4TBA and D5TBA and there HD4TBA was found to have a CPD -200meV when porous and
-300meV when island-like compared to D5TBA. These values are close to the differences seen
in Figure 3.10 between HD4TBA and D5TBA although are not expected to match due to the
difference in the humidity conditions. In addition, in this particular sample the two
oligothiophenes may have mixed more during the Langmuir-Blodgett process giving rise to a
larger CPD contribution of D5TBA to the HD4TBA region.
The increase in humidity leads to an increase in contact potential difference that is very
apparent when the CPD values are compared for the dry and humid case in Figure 3.10c. When
the mixed film is at 34% RH, a large portion of the CPD values increase from the dry
measurement and now have a large broad distribution around 400meV. The increase is of similar
magnitude to that observed with just HD4TBA (Figure 3.9). On the other hand in both ~0% RH
and 34% RH there is large group of values 500-550meV indicating that the D5TBA CPD does
not change as humidity changes. Figure 3.11 shows a model for the observed CPD change in
both monolayers.
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Figure 3.11. Diagram of a D5TBA/HD4TBA mixed film and the work function change of each
oligothiophene upon the addition of water vapor.
Tu and coworkers113 found that on a methyl terminated SAM, water did not adsorb at room
temperature and over a large humidity range (0-95% RH). Therefore one would expect that water
should not adsorb onto the methyl surface of a D5TBA monolayer and if there was no other site
of adsorption that the contact potential difference of D5TBA should not change due to humidity
changes which is in contrast to the hydroxyl terminated HD4TBA. These results show that
KPFM is sensitive enough to monitor the electrostatic behavior of two very similar albeit
different organic semiconductors under the presence of an analyte.

3.3.4 Oxygen sensitivity of TD4TBA to water vapor by APXPS
Ambient pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed to better understand
the location of water adsorption on oligothiophene monolayers and test the suitability of a
synchrotron to monitor water adsorption progress on an organic semiconductor monolayer.
Although KPFM is a powerful technique to study the electrostatics of water adsorption, it does
so on a length scale much larger than a single molecule and functional group. APXPS can
localize the binding event to a specific atom because of the elemental specificity of core-electron
binding energies. In functional oligothiophenes with unique chemical groups, the location of
water adsorption can be discerned by looking for changes to the binding energy of different
elements and seeing which one differs under the presence of water vapor compared to vacuum
conditions. Due to the synthetic challenge of obtaining a thiol-carboxylic group substitution
derivative of HD4TBA, TD4TBA self-assembled on gold was used instead. TD4TBA has a
carboxylic acid hydrophilic termination group which should be the primary location of water
adsorption however the adsorption on thiophene groups cannot be ruled out.116 Ketteler and
coworkers57 showed that for a 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid SAM on gold, water vapor was
found to change the O1s binding energy region at 100mTorr. Similar to 11-mercaptoundecanoic
acid, TD4TBA’s carboxylic acid group has two distinct oxygen binding energies which can both
be observed in UHV as shown by Figure 3.12a.
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Figure 3.12. Ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of TD4TBA on gold. a) O1s
and b) S2p XPS binding energies in vacuum conditions. (c) O1s and (d) S2p XPS binding
energies in 100mTorr of water.
The dominant peak at 533.1eV corresponds to a C=O bond whereas the higher energy peak at
534.4eV is due to the C-OH bond of the carboxylic acid group. The third peak at 535.6eV most
likely corresponds to some form of water on the gold substrate that is not removed and remains
constant over the experiment.117-118 Upon introducing 100mTorr of water into the chamber the
O1s region changes as shown by Figure 3.12c. The new peak at 536.3eV is water in the vapor
phase as it grew slowly while the pressure of water increased. The ratio of the C=O/C-OH peaks
also change: in UHV it is 4.5 whereas in 100mTorr it is 3.6. The change of peak ratios indicates
that introducing water into the chamber perturbed the carboxylic acid groups of TD4TBA in
some way. The water molecules most likely exhibit some hydrogen bonding with the carboxylic
acid surface group. In contrast to the O1s region, the S2p region of TD4TBA does not change
from UHV (Figure 3.12b) to more humid conditions (Figure 3.12d). The sulfur 2p peak is at the
same binding energy previously seen for thiophene SAMs on gold.119 Furthermore, beam
damage previously observed in alkyl-based SAMs on gold57 is not observed here indicating the
measured sulfur peak is most likely of the thiophenes and not of the gold-sulfur bond. The lack
of change to the sulfur peak under the presence of water vapor indicates either water does not
interact with the sulfur atom of the thiophenes or the interaction is not strong enough to perturb
the sulfur binding energy. It should be noted that at 24ºC a water pressure of 100mTorr
corresponds to a relative humidity of ~0.45% which is quite small. And previous studies have
shown that the water-uptake behavior of carboxylic acid SAMs is not high below a relative
humidity value of 35%.113 Unfortunately experimental limitations prevented measurements at
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higher gas pressures but one can speculate that measuring the S2p and O1s binding energy at RH
values of >40% might lead to more significant changes.

3.4 Conclusions
HD4TBA was successfully self-assembled at the air-water interface into conductive
crystalline islands. The CAFM measurements of HD4TBA films revealed the presence of lateral
conduction between neighboring HD4TBA molecules but smaller in magnitude compared to that
of the pentathiophene D5TBA monolayer. KPFM determined the work function of a HD4TBA
monolayer was larger than a D5TBA monolayer due to the reduction of the semiconducting core
and the presence of a hydroxyl dipole at the surface. However, the methyl terminated D5TBA
was shown to not be sensitive to humidity changes by KPFM whereas the hydrophilic HD4TBA
was found to show favorable water adsorption by KPFM. APXPS of TD4TBA revealed that
water adsorption most likely does not occur on the thiophene groups at low humidity and that the
most likely location of water adsorption is onto hydrophilic groups such as a carboxylic acid
group or hydroxyl group. The choice of chemical functional groups is an important parameter to
consider both when designing organic materials for OFETs and organic sensors. The presence of
hydrophilic groups are not desirable for OFETs as water adsorption will change and disrupt the
electronic behavior of films while completely inert films are of no use for sensor applications.
Scanning probe techniques such as KPFM are simple and efficient measurement tools to probe
how sensitive a molecule is to local environmental changes. Further studies can be done to
couple KPFM or CAFM techniques with transistor geometries to better spatially correlate sensor
performance with sensitivity to a specific analyte.
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4 Self-assembly of Indigo Small Molecules at the AirWater Interface
Abstract
Indigo small molecules were self-assembled at the air-water interface into unique
morphologies illustrating the importance of intermolecular interactions in determining the
structure of crystalline organic systems. EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo are organic semiconductors
that vary only by the addition of two thiophene groups but each molecule presents a unique
nanoscale morphology useful for different organic electronic applications. EH-Indigo exhibits
anisotropic self-assembly resulting in discrete rectangular crystallites that are studied for
structure and mechanical properties by AFM. The molecular packing and origin of the anisotropy
is resolved using GIWAXS. The interplay between hydrogen bonding interactions and π-π
stacking leads to preferential growth in one orientation of the air-water surface plane leading to
the rectangular shape of the crystallite. The lateral π-π stacking of EH-Indigo and extremely high
crystallinity makes it an ideal material for organic field-effect transistors. In the EHT-Indigo case
the crystal structure by GIWAXS is revealed to have no heterogeneity in the lateral
intermolecular interactions resulting in isotropic film morphologies. The addition of the
thiophene unit aligns the EHT-Indigo molecules parallel to the plane of the water and which
makes it an ideal geometry for applications requiring planar charge transport contrasted with the
perpendicular geometry of EH-Indigo.
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4.1 Introduction
Indigo and its derivatives have been well studied historically for their photophysical
properties in the past due to their extensive use in the industry as a colorant.120,121,122 In recent
times, the use of indigo derivatives in organic electronics has gained much interest due to its
promising ambipolar charge transport behavior.123,124,125,126 Ambipolar organic semiconductors
are of great importance due to their ability to behave as both electron and hole conductors in a
single active layer and have been found to be attractive systems for optoelectronic devices. 124 In
addition, indigo’s synthetic flexibility allows for the selective modification of the indigo
framework to tune the electronic and optical properties of the dyes.
Understanding the self-assembly of nanomaterials is of great importance for the fabrication
of high performing electronic devices.127-129 Materials when packed into an ordered state often
times exhibit anisotropic charge carrier mobilities that are dependent on the directionality of the
packing of individual building blocks. This anisotropy is often the result of simple molecular
interaction differences during the self-assembly process.130,131,132 A desirable property for the
conductive layers in optoelectronic devices is that the charge carrier mobility is preferentially
highest along the desired direction for the device (e.g. perpendicular to the source-drain
electrodes in a FET). However, fabricating such layers is not trivial with common deposition
techniques such as vacuum evaporation, dip coating, or spincoating due to isotropic
intermolecular interactions during crystal growth and the important of substrate-molecule
interactions. Langmuir-Blodgett is a promising alternative for the formation of crystalline
organic layers that avoids the substrate-molecule interaction and can promote anisotropy during
self-assembly.133 In an ideal case, an anisotropic conductive film is formed where one specific
crystal axis is the dominant conduction pathway and such examples have been demonstrated
using solution shearing.134-135 An advantage of Langmuir-Blodgett over other techniques is that
the film can be deposited with a preferential geometry onto any device substrate. Forming
anisotropic crystals from self-assembly requires fine tuning of the intermolecular and
intramolecular interactions of organic semiconductors. The extent of these interactions and how
they affect the molecular packing in an organic film can be measured by grazing-incidence wideangle x-ray scattering in organic films (GIWAXS).136 GIWAXS is well suited to probe atomic
and molecular distances in thin organic films and the degree of crystallinity can be resolved.
Highly anisotropic crystalline films are attractive for organic electronics because they are
typically better performing when implemented in a favorable device geometry compared to
isotropic films. Controlling the alignment of the charge transport pathway of a device is possible
if it becomes feasible to deposit the film consistently in a specific geometry on a pre-patterned
substrate.
In this chapter two model indigo small molecules are studied for their ability to form selfassembled microscopic structures that promote charge transport by AFM and GIWAXS. Figure
4.1 shows the two molecules used in this study. The indigo derivative (E)-5,5'-bis((2ethylhexyl)oxy)-[2,2'-biindolinylidene]-3,3'-dione (EH-Indigo) is representative of the simple
indigo molecule with only solubilizing groups attached to the ends. A thiophene derivative of
EH-Indigo, (E)-5,5'-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)-[2,2'-biindolinylidene]-3,3'-dione (EHTIndigo), is also studied to understand how adding substituents to the indigo backbone influences
the self-assembly properties. Adding electron donating or electron withdrawing groups is a key
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design parameter for organic material it is important to understand how changing the molecular
structure affects the crystal structure.

Figure 4.1. Indigo functionalized small molecules used in this study
Indigo small molecule self-assembly at the air-water interface has not been studied as of yet due
to the poor solubility of pure indigo in non-polar solvents. Here Langmuir-Blodgett assembly is
achieved with EH-Indigo at various compression forces and concentrations. For a small
concentration in chloroform with low compression, EH-Indigo self-assembles into highly
anisotropic crystallites that result from heterogeneous intermolecular interactions in a plane of
the crystallite. GIWAXS reveals that EH-Indigo contains both π-π interactions and hydrogen
bonding which compete for crystal growth at the air-water interface. A higher compressive force
compresses individual crystallites into denser bundles that are oriented with respect to the water
surface. Interestingly a higher concentration of EH-Indigo in chloroform gives a thicker but
amorphous morphology and does not form crystallites. The EHT-Indigo Langmuir-Blodgett film
shows the dramatic influence thiophene groups have on the self-assembly as an isotropic film
forms at the air-water interface. In addition, EHT-Indigo and EH-Indigo π-π stacking orientations
are perpendicular to each other at the air-water interface which has an important role for which
substrates, geometries, and electronic applications the indigo films are suitable for.

4.2 Experimental
EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo were separately dissolved in chloroform with a 0.2 mg/mL
concentration. Solutions were used for up to six months before a fresh solution was necessary
due to molecule degradation. Films of EH-Indigo were prepared on oxygen-plasma cleaned 10035

300 nm SiO2 silicon wafers using the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique. 150 µL of 0.2 mg/mL
or 2 mg/mL EH-Indigo in chloroform was deposited on the surface of MilliQ water in a Teflon
trough. The solution was left to evaporate for approximately 30 minutes or until the surface
pressure of the water reached its value prior to chloroform deposition. After the chloroform
evaporation, the surface was compressed until a desired surface pressure was reached. After the
compression finished, the film was transferred at a rate of 1mm/min onto a hydrophilic substrate
while maintaining the surface pressure constant by having the barriers move as required. No
further annealing treatment was performed.
Leica DM4000 M (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) was used for the
optical characterization of Langmuir-Blodgett film deposition. Park NX10 system (Park Systems,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used for AFM imaging of indigo films. AFM images were obtained
under ambient conditions using PPP-NCHR probes (Nanosensors, Neuchatel, Switzerland) with
a nominal resonant frequency value of 330 kHz. Lateral force AFM images were obtained under
ambient conditions using SiNi probes (Budgetsensors, Sofia, Bulgaria) with a nominal force
constant of 0.27 N/m and a load of ~5nN. AFM images were analyzed using Gwyddion SPM
data analysis software. All measurements were performed at 298K.
X-ray scattering was conducted at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
(SSRL) on beamlines 2-1 (high-resolution specular with point detector) and 11-3 (2D grazingincidence wide-angle with MAR345 image-plate area detector). Incident photon energies of 12
and 12.732 keV were used for beamlines 2-1 and 11-3, respectively. Two mechanical slits (1 mm)
and Soller slits (1 mrad) collimated the diffracted beam in the specular diffraction (2-1) and
high-resolution grazing-incidence scattering (7-2) geometries, respectively. Two mechanical slits
(1 mm) and Soller slits (1 mrad) collimated the diffracted beam in the specular diffraction (2-1).
He (g) environments for all measurements were used to minimize air scatter and beam damage to
samples. 2D grazing-incidence sample-detector distance was 300mm calibrated with a
polycrystalline lanthanide hexaboride (LaB6) standard at a 3.0o degree angle with respect to the
critical angle of the calibrant. For grazing-incidence geometries, the incidence angle was set
below the critical angle of the silicon substrate (0.19o) and slightly above that of the organic film
(0.10o), ensuring through-thickness sampling of the film Scattering data are presented in terms of
scattering vector q = 4π sin(θ) / λ ,where θ is half the scattering angle and λ is the wavelength of
incident x-rays. Data was processed using Nika 2D data reduction homebuilt WxDiff Software.
The terms qxy and qz denote the component of scattering vector in-plane and out-of-plane with
the substrate, respectively. Data from 2D grazing-incidence measurements were corrected for the
geometric distortion introduced by a flat, plate detector and processed for subsequent analysis
with the software WxDiff.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 EH-Indigo crystallite films
EH-Indigo successfully self-assembles at the air-water interface during solvent
evaporation. The LB pressure-area curve for EH-Indigo shows no noticeable phase transition
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behavior early in the surface compression after the deposition of molecules from a chloroform
solution (Figure 4.2). This indicates that the EH-Indigo molecules or assemblies on the water
surface do not interact with each other strongly enough to perturb the surface tension. After
compressing to half of the available surface area, a rapid increase in surface pressure is seen until
a plateau region begins to occur (Figure 4.2). The morphology of the film does not seem to differ
at different points along the isotherm until a critical region is reached at high surface pressure
(see section 4.3.2). The surface pressure curve is similar to other systems that exhibit selfassembly into crystalline layers at the air-water interface upon solvent evaporation.137-138 As the
available surface area for the molecules is decreased, the surface of the water takes on a slight
blue color.

Figure 4.2. Langmuir-Blodgett EH-Indigo pressure-area compression isotherm
At low surface pressures (e.g. 1-3 mN/m) when the film is deposited onto a substrate, the
resulting film appears solid over centimeter length scales. To the naked eye, the entire substrate
that was in contact with the water surface appears covered with a film. Figure 4.3 shows optical
microscope images of the film. The images reveal the film is not entirely continuous. Cracks in
the film are present and it is presumed these are the result of the film breaking apart during the
deposition process onto the silicon substrate. It is assumed that the film is crack-free prior to the
deposition under good compression conditions but falls apart when the external pressure is
released or cannot be held sufficiently constant enough during deposition. The film appears
conformal in the crack region indicating that on average a complete film was at once present on
the water surface rather than pieces of a film compressed together.
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Figure 4.3. Optical microscope images of EH-Indigo films at deposited on silicon oxide at
surface compression value of ~1 mN/m. (a) Scale bar is 500 microns and (b) different region of
same film where scale bar is 200 microns.
It should be noted that the morphology exhibited in Figure 4.3 is consistent only for hydrophilic
substrates with a thick insulating oxide (e.g., silicon wafers with 100-300nm silicon oxide or
glass slides). Deposition is not possible with highly doped silicon with only native oxide and on
conductive substrates such as gold or HOPG. All attempts to image the surface with either
optical microscopy or AFM resulted in a bare substrate with no film present. Under the
assumption that a film is formed on the water surface prior to deposition onto the substrate it
implies there is some inherent factor that is forbidding the film from successfully depositing into
the substrates that are higher in conductivity or may have favorable energetic levels for charge
transfer. A measurement of HOMO and LUMO levels in EH-Indigo and EH-Indigo crystallites
could reveal whether there would be significant charge transfer between the EH-Indigo
crystallites and metallic substrates. As will be discussed later (see section 4.3.4), while this is
true for EH-Indigo, it is not the case for EHT-Indigo and has to do with the crystal orientation on
the water surface.
AFM imaging reveals the crystallite nature of the self-assembled EH-Indigo films in lowcompression conditions. Figure 4.4a shows a representative AFM height image for the lowcompression film observed in Figure 4.3 Rather than a solid monolayer film or monolayer
crystalline islands like oligothiophenes typically exhibit, the AFM height image shows the
substrate is densely packed with crystallites that are rectangular in nature. The average length of
a crystallite is 700±30nm and the average width is 150±10nm. The rectangular nature of the
crystallites is unlike that seen in oligothiophenes. Because the chloroform droplet at the water
surface is macroscopic and would have no preferential direction of evaporation at the water
surface, the anisotropic shape of EH-Indigo crystallites indicates that the molecular packing
promotes preferential growth behavior and that the forces governing the self-assembly are not
uniform in all directions.
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Figure 4.4. AFM imaging of EH-Indigo films at low-compression on silicon oxide. (a) AFM
height image of EH-Indigo crystallite film. Scale bar is 5 microns. (b) High resolution image of
film. Scale bar is 1 micron.
We observe the lack of uniformity in the thickness of crystallite growth at the air-water
interface. While there is consistency between the length and the width from crystallite to
crystallite, the thickness of each crystallite varies. One can observe variations in film thickness in
Figure 4.3a and in a zoomed in region in Figure 4.3b. In Figure 4.5a, a high resolution AFM
height image is shown of the EH-Indigo crystallite film where one can make out the extent of
layer by layer growth in more detail. It is apparent that the growth of layers on top of existing
layers is always incomplete. The growth is governed by the rate of chloroform evaporation from
the water surface as well as the local concentration of EH-Indigo molecules and heterogeneity in
this local environment gives rise to the differences in layer growth completion. However, the
layer thickness itself is very uniform as shown by the height distribution in Figure 4.5b for the
corresponding area shown in Figure 4.5a.

Figure 4.5. EH-Indigo crystallite morphology characterization by AFM. (a) Height image of
EH-Indigo crystallites showing layer by layer growth. Scale bar is 500 nm. (b) Height
distribution of (a) showing each layer is ~2 nm in height.
Each layer present is approximately 2.0nm thick. Furthermore it seems that the height of a
double layer grown at the air-water interface is the same as two monolayer crystallites overlaying
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each other indicating similar interactions between the top and bottom of the crystallites
regardless of the number of layers in a crystallite. It is assumed from AFM imaging that there is
very good order vertically in the layers of EH-Indigo crystallites.
Lateral force AFM imaging indicates that the surface termination of the crystallites is of
the alkyl functional groups. Lateral force images allows one to distinguish areas of high and low
friction by recording the lateral deflection signal while the AFM tip is in contact with the
surface. Figure 4.6 shows a lateral force atomic force microscope experiment where the friction
of a surface can be measured. The height image in Figure 4.6a shows regions of EH-Indigo
crystallites on silicon oxide with different number of EH-Indigo layers present. In Figure 4.6b
the corresponding friction image is shown. One can see dark regions in places where a crystallite
seemingly lies flat and the layer surface is measured directly by the tip. These dark areas
correspond to low friction compared to the more hydrophilic silicon oxide substrate regions as
well as other, more hydrophilic, areas of EH-Indigo material.

Figure 4.6. Friction imaging of EH-Indigo crystallites. (a) Height image of EH-Indigo
crystallites. (b) Friction force of the corresponding image. Darker areas indicate lower friction.
Scale bar in both images is 1 micron.
The alkyl chains on both sides of the EH-Indigo molecule are the most likely causes of a
hydrophobic interaction with the AFM tip. The friction on the tip would be higher if it were to
interact with the amine and carbonyl groups because those functional groups would interact more
with the silicon surface of the tip causing more lateral force. By looking at the molecular
structure of EH-Indigo one can predict two geometries where the alkyl functional group would
be standing upright. One such geometry is where the indigo functional group is flat on the water
with the alkyl groups pointing up in a boat-like geometry. A second is an upright geometry with
the molecule perpendicular to the water surface. The crystallographic data below confirms the
molecules are upright and are perpendicular to the surface. It should be noted there are bright
(hydrophilic) regions on the edges of the crystallites indicating there are exposed regions of the
hydrophilic groups of EH-Indigo and that the surface termination of the crystallite is different
than the edge termination.
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GIWAXS reveals the exact molecular packing of the EH-Indigo crystallites and shows the selfassembly at the air-water interface is driven by both π-π interactions and hydrogen bonding.
Figure 4.7a shows an example GIWAXS pattern measured for a film of EH-Indigo crystallites on
a silicon oxide wafer. Bragg peaks measured on the EH-Indigo crystallite film match well with
the crystal structure obtained from EH-Indigo single crystals with only small rotational
distortions around the indigo moiety. The crystal structure for EH-Indigo crystallites is shown in
Figure 4.7b and Figure 4.7c. Figure 4.7b shows the projection down the (010) axis where the
height spacing between two layers can be discerned and is 1.996Å which is in good agreement
with the value as measured by AFM in Figure 4.5b. The intermolecular distance in the (100) axis
between two EH-Indigo molecules is 5.803Å and in the (010) axis is 6.250Å. Furthermore, the
(100) axis is dominated by π-π stacking between neighboring EH-Indigo molecules that sit faceto-face whereas the (010) axis shows no π-π interactions but instead intermolecular hydrogen
bonding between the carbonyl and amine groups of two EH-Indigo molecules. The (100) and
(010) plane is responsible for the shape and size of the crystallite growth on the air-water
interface whereas the (001) axis controls the number of layers in the crystallite.

Figure 4.7. EH-Indigo Crystal Structure. (a) GIWAXS pattern of EH-Indigo on silicon oxide. (b)
EH-Indigo π-π stacking interaction along the (100) axis. (c) EH-Indigo hydrogen bonding
interaction along the (010) axis.
The rectangular nature of the crystallite can thus be reasoned by the competing interactions in the
(100) direction and the (010) direction. The dominant interaction is the (100) π-π interaction
between EH-Indigo molecules and the crystallite is longer in this direction whereas the short-axis
of the crystallite is (010) and the weaker hydrogen bonding interaction. The energetics of π-π and
hydrogen bonding can be comparable in polymeric systems.139-140 However, the intermolecular
hydrogen bonding between indigo molecules is weakened by strong intramolecular hydrogen
bonding that gives indigo its distinctive molecular stability.141-142 Because solution grown
macroscopic single crystals show virtually the same crystal structure, the presence of water does
not seem to significantly alter the energetics of crystal growth as one may expect. However the
rate of growth in the (100) versus the (010) direction does become important during the LB
process as the solvent evaporation will limit the extent of molecules available and the faster
growth rate will dominate. An approximation based on the aspect ratio of the crystallites can be
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made that the (100) direction grows ~4.5 times faster than the (010) direction. One could
imagine if the rate of solvent evaporation was slowed down by lowering the temperature or using
a higher boiling-point solvent the aspect ratio could be decreased and a more isotropic crystal
shape could be achieved at the air-water interface.

4.3.2 EH-Indigo crystallite bundle formation
EH-Indigo crystallite films undergo dramatic morphological changes at the air-water
interface if the film is further compressed and the surface pressure is allowed to reach values
greater than 20 mN/m. If the same films as seen in Figure 4.3 are further compressed, large scale
blue lines form on the water surface as seen in Figure 4.8. The long blue lines on the water
surface are highly oriented and are on average parallel to the barriers. These large-scale
aggregates are permanent and removing the compression force by removing the barriers does not
revert the surface back into a thin crystallite film. These aggregates are also robust and can be
deposited on substrates with standard vertical Langmuir-Blodgett deposition as well as
Langmuir-Schaefer deposition. The surface pressure value at which these occur varies from
experiment to experiment however the total compressed water surface area at which point these
bundles form with an EH-Indigo concentration of 0.2mg/mL is consistently ~75cm2.

Figure 4.8. EH-Indigo macroscale aggregate formation on the water surface at high LB
compression (>20 mN/m)
Imaging these large features under an optical microscope it appears the EH-Indigo crystallites
further aggregate into larger bundles that are oriented. As seen by Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b,
the length of these objects can range from microns to centimeters. The length of the aggregates
on the water surface can extend from the top to the bottom of the trough but appear to sometimes
crack upon deposition to the substrate. Optimization of deposition speed or the hydrophilicity of
the substrate could improve the preservation of the entire length of the aggregate. The width of
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individual strands is ~0.5-5 microns and they aggregate together to form bundles. From the
optical microscope images it is readily apparent that these films of bundles are significantly
different than the thin films deposited at low surface pressure. Whereas the film looked thin and
isotropic under an optical microscope with only minimal cracks in the low regime, these long
fiber bundles are visibly anisotropic. Furthermore, the long axis of the macroscale bundles as
deposited onto the silicon substrate is consistently perpendicular to the compression force
(barriers of the Langmuir-Blodgett).

Figure 4.9. Optical microscope images of EH-Indigo bundles formed at surface compression
values greater than 20 mN/m. Different regions of the same film on silicon oxide where the (a)
scale bar is 500 microns and (b) scale bar is 50 microns.
The AFM height images of the EH-Indigo bundles are shown in in Figure 4.10.
Individual strands seem to be composed of very densely packed crystallites that were formed
initially during the solvent evaporation. Figure 4.10a shows thin strands that vary in length and
height. The strands are very thick compared to the single crystallite with strands ranging 20 to 40
nm indicating single-crystallite strands are most likely not present in these bundles. The AFM
image also reveals the long-axis of the strands is not a smooth continuous packing of crystallites
but is more disjointed that only on average seems to point in one direction. However, on average
the long axis of an individual crystallite seems to be parallel with the long axis of the strand
implying that the crystallites are aggregating in an oriented way during the compression. This is
also shown in a thicker strand in Figure 4.10b. The strand is approximately six microns wide but
individual crystallites can be visualized with AFM that make up the strand. Furthermore, in
Figure 4.10b a thin but dense film of crystallites can be observed surrounding the strand. This
thin film could be a prerequisite for strand and bundle formation and can be imagined to be the
first step of the self-assembly process. Compressing the crystallite film past a critical point could
force the film to nucleate a three-dimensional structure that then leads to the long-range strand
formation similar to a crystal nucleation prior to growth at the air-water interface.
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Figure 4.10. AFM imaging of EH-Indigo bundles. (a) and (b) are AFM height images of
different regions of a EH-Indigo bundle film on silicon oxide. Scale bar in both images is 4
microns
What is interesting is that the compression aligns the majority of the strands and bundles into one
preferential direction. There could be favorable head-to-tail inter-crystallite interactions due to
electric dipole forces as this phenomena has been previously reported in nanoparticle
systems.143,144 However, high resolution imaging to resolve the extent of head-to-tail packing
was not possible on these bundles. One hypothesis for the formation of these large-scale bundles
is the highly compressed monolayer or few-layer crystallite film wraps on top of itself,
mimicking a scroll, which would always happen parallel with the compression barriers. Further
compression induces more wrapping on top of itself and ultimately leads to a dense bundle that is
visible by the naked eye. If this fiber bundle formation can be formed also by more conductive
indigo semiconductor molecules, one could imagine the possibility of using this type of assembly
to form highly conductive fiber bundle films and having a high degree of control of the
alignment of the films relative to the charge transport direction. It is not clear as of now how
much orientation exists within the bundle or strand and whether the anisotropy of the individual
crystallite is extended to the macroscale aggregate. It is expected there is some degree of
orientation and this orientation can be probed further with x-ray scattering and polarized
photoluminescence measurements.

4.3.3 EH-Indigo self-assembly with high solution concentration
Preliminary work was done to study the effect of concentration and available surface area
on the self-assembly of EH-Indigo. By increasing the EH-Indigo concentration in chloroform
and decreasing the available surface area simultaneously the intended result is to promote the
growth of larger crystals in the hopes of eventually growing single-crystals which are free of the
structural defects that worsen organic device performance. The initial expectation with an order
of magnitude higher in concentration is that the growth of larger anisotropic rectangular
crystallites. Other effects that could contribute to self-assembly process are temperature145 and
choice of solvent146. Instead of 0.2mg/mL EH-Indigo in chloroform, 2mg/mL solutions are
prepared and deposited in pre-compressed troughs where the starting available surface area is
~50cm2 rather than ~250cm2 as previously seen in Figure 4.2. The EH-Indigo film that grew
from these conditions and deposited onto a silicon oxide wafer is shown in Figure 4.11. Because
of the increase in macroscopic aggregation and particle formation on the water surface, the entire
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water surface was not covered by the film which resulted in an inhomogeneous coverage on the
substrate.

Figure 4.11. EH-Indigo film formed from 2 mg/mL concentration in a pre-compressed
Langmuir-Blodgett trough. (a) EH-Indigo film where the scale bar is 500 microns. (b) Zoom in
region of the film where the scale bar is 100 microns.
The immediate difference between the 2 mg/mL pre-compressed EH-Indigo film shown in
Figure 4.11a and that seen in the 0.2 mg/mL concentration film in Figure 4.3 is the thickness of
the film. In Figure 4.3a the thickness variation visible by optical microscopy results from
different amounts of EH-Indigo crystallites from region to region. The thicker film visible in
Figure 4.11a is more uniform and there does not seem to be any thickness variation over the
same length scale as that in Figure 4.3. This can be better seen by the zoomed in region of Figure
4.11b, the optical contrast is constant over the entire image except for the visible cracks in the
film. Also, the quantity of cracks in the film seems less than that for the lower concentration
films indicating greater mechanical stability during deposition. These macroscopic observations
imply that the morphology of the two EH-Indigo films is different.
AFM imaging of the more concentrated, pre-compressed EH-Indigo film reveals the
increase in concentration leads to a different regime in the self-assembly of EH-Indigo at the airwater interface. Figure 4.12a shows an AFM height image of the dense film region shown in
Figure 4.11b. The height of the majority of the film is ~14 nm which is approximately the size of
seven EH-Indigo molecules stacked on top of each other if one assumes a similar vertical
stacking geometry. Also visible is the growth of the next layer. The height of this second layer is
~2 nm which is consistent with the height of single layers of EH-Indigo molecules and
crystallites formed at low concentration. The nucleation of the next layer also seems random
which implies the lack of long-range order in the layers.
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Figure 4.12. AFM height image of 2 mg/mL EH-Indigo films on silicon oxide. (a) Height image
of a region with a visible crack in the film. (b) High resolution AFM height image of the EHIndigo film morphology.
Figure 4.12b shows a zoomed in region of the AFM height image of the 2 mg/mL EH-Indigo
film. The film is not atomically smooth and small height fluctuations of the film can be observed.
These height fluctuations are on the order of ~2Å which is too small to be entire EH-Indigo
molecules. The small but noticeable height variations on the longitudinal length scale of ~50-100
nm most likely means the packing of the molecules is not as crystalline as in the lowcompression films. The layer is also incomplete as gaps on the order of 100 nm can be seen.
These gaps have a circular or amorphous shape without straight edges implying that the
termination and perhaps growth is not also not as ordered as for the low-concentration
crystallites. Although this film is more uniform and thicker, if this film is indeed less crystalline
than individual EH-Indigo crystallites the electronic properties would most likely suffer.
Photoluminescence studies in chapter five will show the optical properties of this EH-Indigo
thicker film do not match that of the low-concentration crystallites but rather match that of single
molecule EH-Indigo.

4.3.4 EHT-Indigo film self-assembly
EHT-Indigo is similar to EH-Indigo except for the substitution of a thiophene functional
group for the ether linking the indigo moiety to the solubilizing hydrocarbons. Thiophenes are
useful for modifying the electronic structure of organic semiconductors and can influence the
packing geometry of crystalline materials.67 Preliminary studies show that EHT-Indigo does not
have the same self-assembly driving forces as EH-Indigo. Figure 4.13a shows the pressure-area
isotherm for 150µL of 0.2 mg/mL EHT-Indigo after deposition from chloroform. Similar to EHIndigo there is no noticeable difference until a sharp increase begins around 150cm2. Figure
4.13b shows an optical microscope image of an EHT-Indigo film deposited at a surface pressure
value of ~1 mN/m. There are small but noticeable differences in the EHT-Indigo films compared
to EH-Indigo. Firstly, the amount of gaps in the film from cracking is less. The EHT-Indigo film
seems much more continuous. Secondly, the optical contrast is much less between the silicon
oxide substrate and the film indicating that the thickness of the film is less than that of the EHIndigo films. The appearance of striation patterns in Figure 4.13 could be due to varying
thickness of the film but it is much more uniform than that seen in Figure 4.3 for EH-Indigo.
Whereas for EH-Indigo the areas of varying thickness seemed to be random, EHT-Indigo seems
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to vary in thickness in an oriented direction. However, is not clear from these preliminary studies
whether the variation in thickness is due to the film growth during chloroform evaporation or is
from the compression of the film prior to deposition.

Figure 4.13. EHT-Indigo Langmuir-Blodgett film self-assembly. (a) Surface pressure-area
compression isotherm. (b) Optical microscope image of an EHT-Indigo film on silicon oxide.
Scale bar is 200 microns.
AFM height images of EHT-Indigo films reveal different nanoscale morphology than that
of EH-Indigo. Whereas EH-Indigo self-assembled into individual anisotropic crystallites, EHTIndigo seems to form much more isotropic islands. Figure 4.14a shows an AFM height image of
a dense EHT-Indigo film with a crack present in the lower right side of the image. The thickness
of the EHT-Indigo film is approximately 1 nm. Figure 4.14b shows a different region of the same
film that is less dense and individual islands can be discerned. Similar to oligothiophene islands
in chapter three, EHT-Indigo forms more rounded islands than that of the rectangular EH-Indigo
crystallites.

Figure 4.14. AFM height imaging of EHT-Indigo film on silicon oxide. (a) AFM height of a
EHT-Indigo film with a crack present in the film. (b) Region of film with less dense regions of
the EHT-Indigo film.
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A GIWAXS measurement of EHT-Indigo films on silicon oxide is shown in Figure 4.15a. A
smeared Bragg peak can be faintly seen at a value of 1.005Å-1. This corresponds to a periodicity
at 6.44 Å ± 0.19 Å. The calculated crystal structure of an EHT-Indigo single crystal grown from
THF is shown in Figure 4.15b-d. Figure 4.15b shows the projection of the crystal structure along
the b-axis which shows the spacing between two neighboring EHT-Indigo molecules if the
molecules were lying flat on the substrate. This spacing is measured as 6.32Å. While not a
complete characterization of the EHT-Indigo film on silicon oxide, the good agreement implies
the EHT-Indigo molecules are lying flat on the substrate in a similar geometry to the single
crystal structure. In this way, EHT-Indigo shows a similar tendency to EH-Indigo at the air-water
interface to mimic the single crystal structure and could be due to the strong intermolecular π-π
interactions in both systems.

Figure 4.15. EHT-Indigo X-ray scattering. (a) GIWAXS pattern of few-layer EHT-Indigo on
silicon oxide. (b)-(c) Visualization of crystal structure calculated from GIWAXS of an EHTIndigo single crystal from a saturated solution in THF.
However unlike EH-Indigo, EHT-Indigo has entirely isotropic intermolecular interactions in the
lateral plane of the film. Laterally there are only weak hydrogen bonding interactions whereas
the z-direction of the film is the π-π stacking direction. Because of this one can understand why
the morphology of the EHT-Indigo islands match those of oligothiophenes as there is no
competition between different intermolecular forces as there is in the case of EH-Indigo.
Furthermore, the vertical stacking does not show complete overlap between neighboring EHTIndigo molecules as there is a slight lateral shift. The shift is due to the donor-acceptor nature of
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EHT-Indigo. The thiophene group on one molecule can act as donor group to the indigo group
on another molecule which acts as the acceptor.
EHT-Indigo shows a completely different behavior with conductive substrates than that
of EH-Indigo. EH-Indigo cannot be transferred from the air-water interface to conductive
substrates whereas EHT-Indigo seemingly can. Figure 4.16 shows two examples of an EHTIndigo film that was successfully deposited on a conductive substrate. Figure 4.16a shows an
AFM height image of EHT-Indigo on highly doped p-type silicon with only native oxide. The
lack of a thick silicon oxide prevents EH-Indigo from depositing but not EHT-Indigo. The same
is true for HOPG as can be seen in Figure 4.16b.

Figure 4.16. EHT-Indigo films on conductive substrates. (a) AFM height image of EHT-Indigo
film on highly doped p-type silicon with native oxide. (b) AFM height image of EHT-Indigo film
on HOPG.
The exact nature of this discrepancy most likely is due to difference in the orientation of the πplane of the molecule in the packed crystal relative to the water surface. One can imagine that
EHT-Indigo film on the water surface has the electrical dipole oriented on the water surface in a
direction that is favorable for interaction with conductive substrates when deposited whereas EHIndigo is perpendicular to this orientation and this is unfavorable.142 However, it is also possible
that the EHT-Indigo molecules somehow rearrange during the deposition process into a more
favorable electronic geometry whereas EH-Indigo is not due to the higher crystallinity of EHIndigo crystallites. Performing in-situ x-ray characterization147-148 at the air-water interface for
both EHT-Indigo and EH-Indigo would reveal the true crystal structure after self-assembly but
prior to deposition.

4.4 Conclusion
Indigo small molecules were studied for their self-assembly properties at the air-water
interface. After solution deposition onto the water surface, EH-Indigo grows into crystallite films.
The crystallite films range from one monolayer to few-layers thick. The morphology of the film
is anisotropic and rectangular in nature. The average aspect ratio of the rectangular crystallite is
~4.5 and the anisotropic self-assembly is driven by the different intermolecular interactions
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present in the crystal structure. The long-axis of the crystallite is the π-π stacking direction where
the molecules are closer to each other than the short-axis with predominately weaker hydrogen
bonding interactions. However, further compression of the EH-Indigo crystallite films wraps the
crystallites together into a bundle that spans the length of the air-water interface producing
compact assemblies of individual crystallites. The anisotropy is not preserved when a EH-Indigo
solution an order of magnitude higher in concentration is used in a pre-compressed LangmuirBlodgett trough. Rather than forming larger crystallites, the entire morphology is different as the
EH-Indigo grows into a multilayer film that is continuous but not crystalline. The role of local
concentration in the crystallization process of EH-Indigo should be further studied to understand
the nature of the anisotropic growth and how to promote larger crystallite growth
Furthermore, the anisotropy of EH-Indigo is contrasted with the more isotropic selfassembly behavior of EHT-Indigo. EHT-Indigo forms a uniform macroscale film as the
nanoscale geometry of the islands is isotropic in nature and can be more easily compressed into a
quasi-smooth film. The growth of rounded islands is expected as there is no anisotropy in the
lateral plane of the crystal structure. Interestingly the GIWAXS crystal structure indicates that
the addition of the thiophene unit aligns the molecules parallel to the water surface rather than
perpendicular as in the EH-Indigo case. Whereas for field-effect transistors a perpendicular
geometry is necessary, for photovoltaics or diodes a planar geometry is required with the π-plane
lying flat on the substrate. The insertion of thiophene groups makes the indigo small molecule
applicable for two different geometries and electronic applications. This synthetic flexibility is
important for optimizing the ideal material for the ideal organic electronic application.
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5 Optoelectronic Active Aggregate Formation in
Indigo Films and Graphene Field-Effect
Transistors
Abstract
The photophysics and electrical properties of EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo films were
studied in this chapter as well as a graphene-based field effect transistor was fabricated
and tested for the purposes of studying monolayer and few-layer organic films. Solidstate photoluminescence measurements on EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo exhibit optical
signatures of H-aggregate formation in the form of a large photoluminescence redshift
compared to single molecule in solution. In addition, time resolved photoluminescence
spectroscopy reveals the lifetime of EH-Indigo is significantly shortened when in
crystallite form compared to single molecule in solution. The structure of the EH-Indigo
crystallites and EHT-Indigo film combined with the photoluminescence measurements
indicate the presence of H-aggregation between neighboring molecules. Electrical
characterization by KPFM further indicates there is electrical connection between EHIndigo molecules within a crystallite and between crystallites when in a dense film. The
necessity of flat field-effect transistors is discussed and a suitable graphene fabrication
process for achieving flat field-effect transistors is presented.
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5.1 Introduction
The local environmental has a large influence on the optical properties of organic
dye molecules.149 Specifically, the extent of aggregation in an organic molecular dye
system has been shown to exhibit unique absorbance and photoluminescence properties
relative to that of the single molecule.150-154 For organic electronics the coupling of
molecules together is a desirable trait as the amount of coupling determines how efficient
charge transfer can be monomers in an active film.151-152 Certain molecular aggregates
can be described by J-aggregates and H-aggregates.155-156 In J-aggregates the absorption
band of the aggregate is red-shifted with respect to the single molecule whereas in Haggregates the absorption blue-shifts. In J-aggregates, two chromophores are oriented
head-to-tail whereas in H-aggregates it is face-to-face as shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Energy diagram of H-J aggregate formation in a molecular dimer system. In
J-aggregates the molecule packing is head-to-tail and causes an absorbance and
fluorescence redshift. In H-aggregates the packing is face-to-face and the fluorescence
shows a blueshift.156
In addition to the change in the absorbance and emission peaks, the excited-state radiative
decay rate is decreased in H-aggregates and increased in J-aggregates.
Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a good technique to probe HJ-aggregate formation in
organic molecular systems such as thiophenes.157-158 Although the properties of molecular
indigo and indigo derivatives have been extensively studied in the solution phase120, 159-160,
aggregation effects on the photophysics of crystalline indigo molecular solids have not
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been as developed. Costa and coworkers161 reported the presence of J-aggregates in a
layered indigo-carmine hybrid material indicating that indigo is indeed capable of
aggregation. With recent developments in active indigo materials for organic electronics,
it is important to better understand the coupling of indigo molecule to each other to
increase the charge transfer efficiency and improve device performance.
In addition to the optical coupling it is important to study the electronic coupling
of organic molecules for optoelectronic applications. Field-effect transistors are an
important tool to study the electronic properties of conductive films.162-164 Top-contact
electrodes are fabricated using shadow masking and result in the deposition of electrodes
on top of the active material. However, the fabrication process often times yields poorly
defined electrode boundaries as well as introducing metal contaminates that can damage
the integrity of the organic film.165 While bottom-contact electrode geometries have
proven very successful, the use of standard bottom-contact FETs are not practical for
studying very-thin organic films as the thickness of the film may be an order of
magnitude smaller than the height of the electrode. Figure 5.2a demonstrates the situation
of a conductive organic monolayer deposited between two electrodes that are taller than
the actual height of the monolayer. The conduction pathway between molecules is broken
and the monolayer will no longer be conductive. A better alternative is to use coplanar or
flat electrodes as shown in Figure 5.2b. In this example the electrodes are coplanar with
the insulating channel material and there is no step height between the electrode and the
channel region.

Figure 5.2. Field-effect transistor geometries for thin organic films. (a) Standard
fabrication with bottom-contact source and drain electrodes. The electrodes are typically
tens of nanometers in height above the insulator. (b) Coplanar source-drain electrodes
with the insulating oxide layer. (c) Graphene field-effect transistor with monolayer
graphene (~1 nm in height) on top of the insulator layer.
This is an ideal situation where the structure of the monolayer or thin film is preserved.
Protocols exist for the fabrication of coplanar or flat electrodes but the reproducibility
and ease in achieving working FETs leaves a desire for a more practical approach.166-167
Graphene electrodes have been shown to perform remarkably well when utilized as
FETs168-169 and graphene patterning has become routine with photolithography.170 As
Figure 5.2c shows, the graphene electrode on top of the oxide is not coplanar with the
channel region but is less severe compared to the situation presented in Figure 5.2a. The
theoretical height of one graphene layer is only 3.35Å and would not cause a large
perturbation to the film structure. Combining the advancement in photolithography with
the excellent electronic properties of graphene will allow for the fabrication of graphene
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FETs that serve as an easy platform to perform fundamental electronic studies on very
thin (<5 nm) films.
This work studies the photophysical properties of the self-assembled EH-Indigo
and EHT-Indigo films. The absorbance and photoluminescence of the indigo films made
in chapter four are measured and contrasted with the solution properties. EH-Indigo
crystallites are shown to contain H-aggregates by photoluminescence spectroscopy. The
absorbance of EH-Indigo in crystallite phase shows a small blue-shift in absorbance but
also a very large red-shift in photoluminescence. Furthermore the radiative lifetime is an
order of magnitude less in the crystallite phase. Equally, EHT-Indigo is found to show
photoluminescence signatures of aggregation and most likely H-aggregate formation as
well. On the other hand the highly concentrated, pre-compressed EH-Indigo film is found
to contain no aggregates by photoluminescence spectroscopy. The electronic properties
of EH-Indigo are studied using bottom-contact gold field-effect transistors by KPFM and
CAFM. KPFM measurements provide evidence for electrical connection between distinct
crystallites when in a dense film assembly. With the bottom-contact geometry CAFM
was not able to measure lateral current across the crystallite film as standard gold
electrodes are too tall for such a short film. Alternatively the fabrication of graphene
field-effect transistors is presented using routine photolithography techniques found in
standard fabrication facilities. The graphene FETs are characterized for their cleanliness
and electrical properties as well as preliminary tested using EHT-Indigo films.

5.2 Experimental
Photoluminescence spectroscopy and imaging were performed on an inverted
confocal microscope. The sample was optically excited using linearly polarized, pulsed
(5 ps; 40 MHz) excitation centered at 630 nm with continuous-wave equivalent powers
ranging from 1 - 20 µW. Optical excitation was focused and photoluminescence was
collected by the same objective (Nikon 100, 0.95 NA) in a reflection configuration. The
collected photoluminescence was passed through multiple interference filters to remove
the laser excitation and then collected on an single-photon counting avalanche
photodiode (MPD Technologies) for imaging or spectrally analyzed with a spectrometer
(Acton) connected to a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Princeton Instruments). A
time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) device (PicoHarp) was used to record
the photoluminescence decay dynamics with a temporal resolution of ~50 ps.
Measurements of the film were performed on glass substrates. Solution measurements
were performed using a cuvette with an optically polished bottom surface. For imaging,
the same inverted confocal microscope was used, but the sample was instead optically
excited using 700 µW of linearly polarized continuous-wave (CW) excitation at 633 nm.
AFM images were obtained on an Agilent 5500 (Keysight Technologies, Santa
Rosa, CA, USA) using OMCL-AC240TM probes (Olympus Micro Cantilevers, Japan)
which have a 20 nm platinum coating with a titanium adhesion layer on the tip side and a
nominal resonant frequency value of 70 kHz with a nominal spring constant of 2 N/m.
The tip radius is 15 nm. Kelvin probe force microscopy was performed using a tip bias of
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VAC = 2V with a frequency of 2 kHz using a HF2LI lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments
AG, Switzerland). Conductive AFM images were obtained under ambient conditions
using CONTV-PT probes (Bruker, Camarillo, CA, USA) with a nominal force constant
of 0.2 N/m and a load of ~5nN. Voltage biases were applied to the sample and the current
was collected through the tip which was held as ground. Humidity was controlled by
blowing dry nitrogen or nitrogen bubbled through water into the enclosed AFM chamber.
AFM images were analyzed using Gwyddion SPM data analysis software. All
measurements were performed at 298K.
Highly doped p-type silicon wafers with 300 nm thermal oxide served as FET
substrates for conductive measurements. Source/drain electrode fabrication was
performed in the UC Berkeley Nanolab facility. UV photolithography is used to pattern
the wafer and 5 nm Ti / 50 nm Au was deposited before removing the photoresist with
acetone. Channel length is 20 microns and the channel width is 1mm for the mask used.
The FET substrates were used as deposition substrates during EH-Indigo LangmuirBlodgett.
Graphene field-effect transistors were fabricated using standard UV
photolithography techniques. Monolayer graphene on 300 nm silicon oxide / highly
doped silicon substrates were purchased from Graphene Supermarket (Calverton, NY,
USA). The graphene was copiously rinsed with isopropanol and acetone prior to use. A
layer of ma-P 1215 photoresist (micro resist technology GmbH, Germany) was pipetted
onto the graphene and spuncoat for 30 seconds at 3000rpm. The photoresist was exposed
to 340 nm UV light for 10 seconds (~140 mJ/cm2) and developed using mAD 331 (micro
resist technology GmbH, Germany). The exposed graphene was etched using 50W
oxygen plasma for 15 seconds. The residual photoresist was removed with acetone. The
graphene substrate was further soaked in 1M hydrochloric acid for 30 minutes to clean
off residual carbon species.

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Optical H-aggregate formation in EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo
Films
EH-Indigo forms crystalline solid structures that change the photoluminescence
properties compared to the single molecule behavior in solution. Figure 5.3 shows the
optical properties of a 0.2 mg/mL solution of EH-Indigo in chloroform. The solution
absorbance spectrum shows an absorbance peak maximum at 647 nm and the
photoluminescence spectrum of the solution shows an emission peak maximum at 679
nm which is consistent with the small Stokes shift typically seen in dilute solutions of
organic dyes. Previous measurements report the λabs(max) is 610 nm and the λPL(max) is
653 nm for the free indigo molecule in dimethylformamide.121 While different, the values
are close enough to expect the addition of hydrocarbons to not play a significant role in
the solution photophysics of EH-Indigo and that the solution measurement represents
single molecule behavior.
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Figure 5.3. EH-Indigo solution in chloroform absorbance and photoluminescence
spectrum
The effect of placing EH-Indigo into crystalline structures has on the
photophysics can studied by measuring the PL of Langmuir-Blodgett films. Figure 4.5a
shows an AFM height image of an EH-Indigo crystallite film on silicon oxide as seen in
chapter four. Figure 5.4b shows an example map of the PL of the same EH-Indigo
crystallite film. The sample position is raster scanned (i.e. the point of laser excitation
and emission changes) in the same way an AFM raster scans for topographical features.
With a 633 nm excitation the laser should excite EH-Indigo close to the absorbance peak
and the photons emitted as a result collect on the detector. However, every pixel is still
diffraction limited so the spatial resolution is not as high as that of an AFM height image.
For a 30 micron scan and 128 pixels, the average pixel size is ~230 nm2/pixel. However,
even with this diffraction limited mapping it is still possible to see PL variation among
the film. Also, a large bright region is seen in the lower right region of the image. This
heterogeneity is most likely due to a difference in the amount of crystallites in the
different areas of the image, where more crystallites would lead to more excitation and
emission. It should be noted the location of the two images is not the same as finding the
same area without guiding markers is difficult however the photoluminescence behavior
of EH-Indigo crystallites is not expected to change across the substrate.
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Figure 5.4. EH-Indigo crystallite film on silicon oxide. (a) AFM height image. (b) Map
of photoluminescence in a different region of the same film. The color intensity scales
linearly with photon counts.
More detailed analysis of the absorbance and PL spectra of EH-Indigo crystallite
films reveal the effects aggregation has on the photophysical behavior of EH-Indigo.
Compared to EH-Indigo single molecules in chloroform, the EH-Indigo crystallite
absorbance shows a small blue-shift with an absorbance peak maximum at 641 nm
(Figure 5.5). A blue-shift in the absorbance is expected in the case of H-aggregates when
the dipoles of dye molecules are aligned in a parallel geometry whereas a red-shift is
expected in the case of J-aggregates when the dipoles are aligned in a head-to-tail
fashion.171,151 The amount of blue-shift or red-shift depends on the degree of alignment.
More perfect alignment yields a larger shift. The PL spectrum of EH-Indigo crystallites
reveals the photoluminescence of crystallites is significantly different than that of the
solution phase. Figure 5.5 shows the EH-Indigo crystallite photoluminescence has its
peak maximum at 777 nm which is a large red-shift (~320meV) compared to the solution
measurement. Furthermore, inhomogeneous broadening at lower energies due to phonon
sidebands can be seen as a result of EH-Indigo being self-assembled into a solid crystal
state.172 The origin of the large red-shift in the crystallite state is not assumed to be due to
excimers because both the solution and crystallite PL show similar vibronic
progression.173-174 Because the EH-Indigo crystallite absorbance spectrum does not
exhibit a significant red-shift compared to the solution, as one may expect from Jaggregation, we propose that the large red-shift for the crystallite PL is due to the
presence of H-aggregates and not J-aggregates. This H-aggregation would also coincide
with the face-to-face molecular packing geometry of the crystallites seen in chapter four.
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Figure 5.5. EH-Indigo crystallite film absorbance and photoluminescence spectrum
Time resolved photoluminescence measurements can be used to elucidate further
the nature of the type of molecular aggregation in crystallite EH-Indigo. In H-aggregates,
the excitons relax to the bottom of the excited band after excitation and the radiative rate
in turn becomes low due to the dipole forbidden transition.151 It has already been shown
that the indigo group favors radiationless transition due to the small energy gap between
S1 and S0.121,120 Figure 5.6 shows the PL decay curves for the solution of EH-Indigo and
the EH-Indigo crystallite film. The PL decay of the EH-Indigo solution is
monoexponential with a lifetime of 1.26 nanoseconds. Measuring the PL decay of the
EH-Indigo crystallites reveals that the crystallite decay is comparable to that of the
instrument response function (IRF), which is the fast limit of detection for lifetime.
Taking the IRF into account, a conservative estimate for the EH-Indigo crystallite
lifetime is ~50 picoseconds. The spacing between two EH-Indigo molecules in the (100)
direction is approximately 5.8Å which means for a perfect crystallite ~700 nm in length
there are close to 1200 EH-Indigo monomers face-to-face. The order of magnitude
decrease in lifetime for the crystallites is to be expected as the lifetime of excited states in
organic dyes scales inversely with the number of individual monomers in an aggregate.175
The photoluminescence properties of EH-Indigo crystallites formed at 0.2 mg/mL vary
greatly from those formed from 2.0 mg/mL solutions.
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Figure 5.6. Photoluminescence lifetime of EH-Indigo in solution and EH-Indigo
crystallites
A preliminary PL measurement of the concentrated EH-Indigo film reveals the
lack of crystallinity and optical aggregates in the thick film. Chapter four showed the
morphology of concentrated films formed at the air-water interface when 2.0 mg/mL EHIndigo solution is deposited in a pre-compressed surface area and that the morphology is
much different than that of individual crystallites formed at lower concentrations. Figure
5.7 shows the PL spectrum of the concentrated EH-Indigo film compared to the
absorbance of EH-Indigo solution (0.2 mg/mL). The emission peak maximum matches
closely to that of EH-Indigo in solution indicating that there is no aggregation between
EH-Indigo molecules in the thick film geometry. However, the emission peak for the
concentrated film is significantly broadened. This broadening hints at a large
concentration of defects and heterogeneous local environments for single EH-Indigo
molecules in the concentrated film.172 In addition, the laser excitation power used for the
concentrated film is ~20 µW whereas for the EH-Indigo solution it is only ~1µW. The
increase in power could raise the local temperature of the film and also induce
broadening of the emission peak due to the excitation of other phonon bands.
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Figure 5.7. Photoluminescence of a concentrated 2 mg/mL EH-Indigo LangmuirBlodgett film compared with the photophysics of EH-Indigo in solution
EHT-Indigo films also exhibit signatures of H-aggregate formation. As previously
shown in chapter four, EHT-Indigo self-assembles with significant π-π interaction
between neighboring molecules vertically in a face-to-face geometry. Figure 5.8 shows
the absorbance spectrum of a 0.2 mg/mL EHT-Indigo in chloroform. When a 630 nm
laser is used to excite EHT-Indigo films an emission peak with a maximum at 721 nm is
observed. This is a large redshift of ~296 meV which, while smaller than the red-shift
observed in EH-Indigo crystallite, is still considerably larger than the expected stoke shift.
The broader nature of the emission of EHT-Indigo compared to EH-Indigo corresponds
to the lesser degree of crystallinity in EHT-Indigo films as expected from the crystal
structure and AFM morphology. The full width half max (FWHM) of the emission peak
is related to the fluorescence lifetime.172 The increase in FWHM for the EHT-Indigo film
is also observed as in the case of EH-Indigo crystallites and so a similar a decrease in
lifetime is expected.
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Figure 5.8. EHT-Indigo film photoluminescence
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5.3.2 Conductive AFM and KPFM of EH-Indigo
The charge transport properties of EH-Indigo can be studied using KPFM and
CAFM. EH-Indigo crystallite films have the π-π stacking direction parallel to the
substrate after deposition from a Langmuir-Blodgett trough so when the crystallite films
are placed in the channel of a FET the charge transport should be preferential across the
source-drain electrodes. A compilation of KPFM measurements of a Langmuir-Blodgett
EH-Indigo film deposited between gold electrodes at different electrical biasing is shown
in Figure 5.9. The gold electrode contact is approximately 50nm in height and the height
scale is cropped to give better contrast to the EH-Indigo film. The region shown in Figure
5.9a film is very densely packed with crystallites and there is a minimal amount of
exposed silicon oxide substrate. The CPD shows that the EH-Indigo film and the gold are
approximately at the same potential with additional bias applied to the source or gate
electrode. After establishing the CPD of the film with no bias applied, a -9V bias is
applied to the highly doped silicon gate underneath the film. Figure 5.9b shows the CPD
after 20 minutes of applying a constant -9V gate bias.

Figure 5.9. KPFM of EH-Indigo crystallite film deposited on bottom-contact field-effect
transistors. Height (top) and CPD (bottom) at (a) no bias conditions, (b) 20 minutes after
constant -9 V bias applied to the gate, (c) 18 hours after constant -9 V bias applied to
gate. For this image the gate bias was turned off and no bias was applied at any electrode.
The gold electrode is grounded and the gold potential does not follow the gate bias as
expected. On the other hand, the EH-Indigo film and channel region significantly drops
in CPD indicating that the channel region electrically follows the gate and that the EHIndigo crystallite film is not sufficiently electrically connected to the gold electrode to
shield the gate bias. However, one can notice the CPD is not as negative in the EH-Indigo
region nearest to the gold electrode indicating that there is indeed some electrical
connection between the crystallites closest to the gold. The CPD contrast is most
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dramatic upon turning off the gate bias after 18 hours of constant application. Figure 5.9c
shows the electrode-channel interface with no bias applied immediately after turning off
the gate bias. The exposed silicon oxide region is heavily doped from the bias voltage but
more interestingly the EH-Indigo film shows region with the same CPD as the gold
electrode. After 18 hours, charge had enough time to percolate between the gold and EHIndigo and electrically align EH-Indigo crystallites to the source electrode while the bare
substrate continued to charge. The long period of time for charging to occur is expected
as EH-Indigo is expected to have a low charge mobility values matching that of indigo
itself (~0.01 cm2V-1s-1).176 The initial measurement in Figure 5.9b reflects the low
mobility as there is not sufficient time for charge to move between the gold electrode and
EH-Indigo crystallites far into the channel region but Figure 5.9c shows electrical
connection does exist in principle. While KPFM is suitable to probe electrical connection
between neighboring EH-Indigo crystallites, a more direct measure of conductivity is to
perform CAFM.
Conductive atomic force microscopy measurements of EH-Indigo crystallite films
on bottom-contact gold FETs reveal the necessity for flatter electrode geometries. Figure
5.10 shows a CAFM experiment performed with an EH-Indigo crystallite film using the
same sample as measured by KPFM previously (Figure 5.9). The gold electrodes are topdown fabricated and the height difference between EH-Indigo on top of the electrode and
in the channel region can be understood by comparing Figure 5.10a to Figure 5.10b.
There is a large step height between the gold and the oxide which most likely means none
of the crystallites directly on the electrode are ever in contact with those in the channel
region.

Figure 5.10. CAFM of EH-Indigo crystallite film. (a) Height image scaled to show the
50 nm gold electrode. (b) Height image scaled to show the thin film of EH-Indigo
crystallites. (c) Current image measured with a +5 V bias applied to the gold electrode.
As Figure 5.10c shows, no current is measured in the channel region. The only current
that is measured is when the tip is in direct contact with the gold electrode itself
indicating a loss in electrical contact at the electrode interface. Furthermore, the CAFM
measurement shows that the vertical conductivity in the EH-Indigo crystallites is low to
none as the dark regions on the electrode correlate with areas of crystallites in Figure
5.10a. This indicates that the charge transport in the (001) direction of EH-Indigo is not
favorable which is consistent with the lack of π-π interactions in this axis compared to the
more favorable (100) direction. In the (001) direction the charge would have to tunnel
through insulating hydrocarbons to transport charge. If current could be transported
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laterally across the crystallite the conductivity would be more favorable. Such a
measurement requires a flat geometry for the metal contacts into the channel.

5.3.3 Graphene field-effect transistors
The ease of fabricating graphene field-effect transistors allows for important
optoelectronic studies of thin systems without sacrificing the structural integrity of the
film. The fabrication process of single layer graphene on silicon into a patterned electrode
geometry is shown in Figure 5.11. Graphene deposited on silicon oxide and highly doped
silicon is covered with photoresist. A bright field mask is necessary for the use of a
positive photoresist. Oxygen plasma is the crucial step to etch graphene and care must be
taken to optimize the exact dosage. A too powerful of an oxygen plasma for too long will
etch the photoresist and the graphene underneath so a 50W 15 second etch is empirically
determined to be ideal. A weaker etch will not sufficiently etch the graphene and leave a
larger amount of graphitic carbon aggregates in the channel regions. Further washing of
the electrodes in acetone and hydrochloric acid helps remove residual photoresist and
etching graphene products without disrupting the un-etched graphene. This process can
be achieved in less than 30 minutes from start to finish and is very reproducible leading it
to be a highly advantageous process for device fabrication on a large scale.

Figure 5.11. Graphene field-effect transistor fabrication process. The photoresist is
deposited on the graphene before patterning by UV light and development. Oxygen
plasma etches the exposed graphene leaving only the electrode features. Acetone and
hydrochloric acid cleans the graphene electrodes and channel regions of silicon oxide.
The graphene FETs are shown in Figure 5.12. The specific pattern seen has large
pads for macroscopic wire contact (outside of the image in Figure 5.12a and visible in
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Figure 5.12c) that taper to small electrodes with a circular contact region (Figure 5.12b).
A significant factor for successful graphene optoelectronic devices is suitable electrical
contacts to the graphene itself for voltage biasing or current collection. Many forms of
metal plating have been shown to be successful and the contact resistivity can be as low
as ~700 Ωμm.177-180 However, metal deposition on pre-patterned graphene electrodes is
not trivial and care must be performed to not further damage the graphene structures
during subsequent photolithography to achieve patterned metal electrodes. In addition,
this additional step slows down the overall fabrication. Also, other mask geometries are
possible and the mask used here is only due to availability and its small electrode
features. Preliminary work was performed with negative photoresist and dark field masks
however negative photoresist (ma-N 400 class) interacts more strongly with graphene
than positive resist and the development/removal steps often times removed the
underlying graphene significantly or completely. Further optimization of negative
photoresists should yield suitability for graphene fabrication.

Figure 5.12. Graphene field-effect transistors. (a) Scale bar is 500 microns. (b) Electrode
contacts. Scale bar is 100 microns. (c) Stainless steel tubes with copper wire silver pasted
on to graphene pads. Scale bar is 500 microns.
AFM reveals the nanoscale morphology of graphene after photolithography
patterning. Figure 5.13a shows an AFM height image of a circular graphene electrode
after acetone treatment to remove the photoresist. The surface of graphene is fairly
pristine and does not contain significant amounts of photoresist residue. The step height
between graphene and the oxide is shown in Figure 5.13b for the line profile drawn in
Figure 5.13a. The height difference is approximately 1nm. However, the channel region
(silicon oxide) is full of particles which are most likely due to the etching of graphene in
that region. The graphene that is etched by oxygen plasma is not fully converted to
gaseous species and more stable graphitic carbon aggregates remain adhered to the
silicon oxide. Hydrochloric acid can be used to remove these residues. Figure 5.13c
shows the graphene-silicon oxide interface after 30 minutes of soaking the substrate in
1M hydrochloric acid. The silicon oxide region shows noticeably less amounts of
particles. Furthermore, the presence of patches on the graphene seen by a difference in
height in Figure 5.13c could indicate further etching by the hydrochloric acid of leftover
polymer on graphene. This polymer could be from the chemical vapor deposition process
during the graphene growth or it could be from the photoresist during the
photolithography. To achieve better electrical contact it is necessary to remove this
additional carbon layer as much as possible.
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Figure 5.13. AFM characterization of graphene after electrode fabrication. (a) Height
image of graphene on silicon oxide. (b) Height profile of green line in (a) which shows
the step height of graphene is approximately 1 nm. (c) Height image of graphene after 30
minute soak in 1 M hydrochloric acid.
The fabrication process of the electrode results in a continuous monolayer
graphene layer that can be electrically contacted to a voltage source for biasing. Figure
5.14a shows an AFM height image of a kink in the electrode pattern that can also be seen
in figure 5.12a. When the fabrication process is successful there is a continuous single
layer of graphene from the wire contact pad to the circular electrode feature at the center
of the substrate. Placing an electrical bias through the wire to the graphene pad should
result in a uniform potential across the entire graphene electrode. This is indeed observed
in pristine graphene181 and one can see a fairly uniform contrast in Figure 5.14c in the
bottom half of the graphene. However, one can also see the importance of mechanical
stability during the photolithography process as during the fabrication process a crack
developed in the graphene near the region where the electrode started to taper (Figure
5.14a and Figure 5.14b).

Figure 5.14. KPFM characterization of the graphene electrode. (a) Height image showing
a crack in the electrode just above the kink. (b) Phase image showing the distinct crack.
(c) CPD image of the electrode. The bottom half of the electrode is still connected to the
voltage source and is biased to a higher potential.
The upper portion of the electrode is no longer connected to the lower portion and the
underlying silicon oxide substrate in the crack region is now visible. In Figure 5.14c, one
can see that the contrast on the upper region (dark) is not the same as the lower portion
(bright) which is indicative of different CPD values measured by KPFM. Different CPD
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values are the result of the lower half of the electrode still in electrical contact with the
voltage source applying a large positive bias. The sharp crack in the height image and
phase image is also visible in the CPD image. The slight gradient near the boundaries of
the electrode is most likely due to a tip artifact as the measurement is performed in
amplitude modulated KPFM and thus the spatial resolution is low indicating the
measurement of both graphene and the area around it simultaneously. One would expect
a continuous potential across the entire graphene and an abrupt change at the graphene
boundary.
Langmuir-Blodgett depositions and electrical characterization by KPFM are used
to test the suitability of graphene FETs for further optoelectronic studies of organic thin
films. Figure 5.15a shows an AFM height image of an EHT-Indigo film deposited onto
fabricated graphene FETs using the Langmuir-Blodgett process. In the lower-left region
of the image one can see the graphene electrode with EHT-Indigo film covering most of
the electrode. In the rest of the image one can see the particle-full channel region as this
substrate was not soaked in hydrochloric acid prior to film deposition. The EHT-Indigo
film covers the channel except for a large gap in the middle of the image. There is no
evidence that the graphene is mechanically damaged from the Langmuir-Blodgett
deposition process of being submerged into water and having a thin film deposited on top.
In Figure 5.15b the CPD is measured at no applied bias. The region where graphene is
present shows a distinct CPD contrast with a value of approximately -270meV. The EHTIndigo film directly touching the graphene is higher in CPD compared to that further into
the channel region. It appears from the height image that the EHT-Indigo film on the
right of the image may not be in contact with the film closest to the graphene electrode.
These preliminary findings indicate that the graphene does have an electrical effect on
EHT-Indigo when they are in direct contact and that electrical connection between
graphene and a few-layer thin organic film can be established.

Figure 5.15. KPFM of EHT-Indigo on graphene field-effect transistors. (a) Height image
of EHT-Indigo thin film deposited on graphene electrodes. (c) CPD image showing
different surface potentials of EHT-Indigo in electrical contact with graphene. No bias is
applied to the graphene or the gate.
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5.4 Conclusion
EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo were successfully studied for their optical properties
when self-assembled into a solid film. EH-Indigo crystallite films absorb similar to EHIndigo in solution with only a minor shift to the absorbance peak position. However, the
photoluminescence shows a large redshift indicating the presence of optical aggregates.
Time-resolved measurements show the lifetime of the crystallites is orders of magnitude
lower than that of free EH-Indigo. These findings indicate that EH-Indigo crystallite
films contain H-aggregates which also fit the molecular packing of the crystal structure
determined in chapter four. Further characterization of the more concentrate precompressed EH-Indigo film revealed no optical aggregate formation and
photoluminescence similar to single molecule behavior. The photoluminescence of EHTIndigo showed also a large redshift similar to EH-Indigo however linewidth analysis
indicates the extent of packing is not as high as for EH-Indigo which is most likely due to
a lesser degree of crystallinity resulting from EHT-Indigo’s more isotropic self-assembly.
Further studies could be done to elucidate the difference in orientation of emission
between EH-Indigo crystallites and EHT-Indigo thin films as their crystal structure and
more importantly π-π stacking direction are normal to each other. This could be important
for device geometry planning as optimizing the emission orientation could lead to more
efficient light emitting diodes.
KPFM studies on the extent of electrical connection in self-assembled indigo films
reveal the necessity of better FET devices for organic thin films. KPFM revealed EHIndigo films contain crystallites that are electrically connected to each other when in
physical contact. However the conductivity of such films cannot be probed using
conventional bottom-contact FETs with tall source/drain electrodes. Such tall electrodes
disrupt the conducting pathway in these films and prevent current from flowing between
electrodes across the channel. Graphene FETs is a promising platform that is a suitable
alternative to coplanar FETs that are difficult to fabricate. Graphene FETs can be
fabricated with ease quickly and reproducibly on a large scale with any pattern desired.
The resulting graphene structures are very low in height (~1nm) and more importantly
behave the same as monolayer graphene electrically. The use of flat graphene FETs is
exciting for use in flexible electronics as the thickness of the device can be reduced
substantially.
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6 Summary and Outlook
Abstract
This chapter summarizes the research and important findings in this work.
Conclusions are made relating the findings to a generalized understanding about the
principles that govern structure and electronic properties in organic semiconductor films.
Follow up experiments are proposed and future directions are discussed
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6.1 Summary
This research has focused on the nanoscale investigation of fundamental physical
chemistry principles governing structural and electronic properties in low-dimensional
organic semiconductor systems. Two different groups of semiconducting oligomers were
studied for their ability to form self-assembled monolayer or few-layer systems and
further characterized for their optical and electronic properties.
The first class of organic semiconductors studied was oligothiophenes. The
quaterthiophene hydroxyl derivative HD4TBA self-assembled into crystalline islands
showing similar behavior to the methyl pentathiophene oligomer D5TBA. The LB
experiments confirmed that thiophenes are the dominant driving force of oligothiophene
self-assembly at the air-water interface and that the presence of two hydrophilic groups at
the end of the molecule does not disrupt the formation of crystalline islands. However,
the reduction by one thiophene group and the presence of a hydroxyl termination group
does introduce important differences compared to the methyl pentathiophene. HD4TBA
yielded fewer and smaller-sized islands due to predicted weaker intermolecular thiophene
interactions as well as exhibiting a larger hydrocarbon chain tilt making the HD4TBA
monolayer self-assemble into a less standing-straight geometry compared to D5TBA. By
measuring the extent of attraction between the AFM tip and the surface of the monolayer,
AFM confirmed the surface termination is more hydrophilic for the HD4TBA monolayer
than for D5TBA. Furthermore, mixed monolayer films were successfully made on the
water surface and transferred to silicon substrates. Further studies in the friction
properties of the mixed films would reveal the extent of hydrophilicity at the surface of
each film and help explain how one oligothiophene is possible to grow on another. Also,
the process of solution deposition can be varied to deposit a mixed solution with both
molecules dissolved in one chloroform solution. It would be interesting to observe
possible intercalation of one oligothiophene into the crystal of a second oligothiophene to
get truly mixed monolayers with unique properties.
The functionalization of HD4TBA resulted in a sensitivity of the electronic properties
to the presence of water vapor. In-situ KPFM demonstrated that the surface potential of
HD4TBA changes when the relative humidity is varied. There is a net increase of
approximately +100 meV to the contact potential difference when the humidity is
increased from ~3% to 45%. Furthermore, KPFM showed that for a mixed
HD4TBA/D5TBA film the HD4TBA surface potential changes but the D5TBA does not.
The hydroxyl group can undergo hydrogen bonding with the water molecules whereas the
methyl group is completely inert at these low to moderate humidity values. Finally
APXPS showed that compared to ultra-high vacuum conditions, low humidity does not
show any significant changes to the binding energy of sulfur in the thiophene groups of a
thiol oligothiophene SAM (TD4TBA). The water vapor only has an effect on the
hydrophilic carboxylic group that is at the surface of the monolayer indicating again the
presence of hydrogen bonding between water and the hydrophilic terminal group of an
oligothiophene. These findings are important considerations in further oligothiophene and
organic semiconductor material design for sensors and photovoltaic applications as
humidity is one of the most common causes of degradation for organic electronic.
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Indigo semiconducting small molecules were then studied for their self-assembly
properties. Similar to oligothiophenes, EH-Indigo self-assembles into crystalline
structures that are approximately micron sized at the air-water interface. However, unlike
the isotropic crystals that oligothiophenes form, EH-Indigo self-assembles into
anisotropic crystallites. The crystallites have a distinct rectangular shape and can range
from a single layer to a few layers at a time per crystallite. Friction AFM imaging reveals
that the surface termination of the crystallite is hydrophobic whereas the edges are more
hydrophilic indicating that the self-assembly at the air-water interface is not driven by an
amphiphilic geometry as a hydrophobic top of the film would imply a hydrophobic
bottom of the film due to the molecule’s symmetry. GIWAXS revealed that the packing
geometry contains two distinct intermolecular interactions in the lateral plane of the
crystallite. The (100) axis contains the π-π interaction between indigo groups in a face-toface geometry. This axis is also the long-axis of the crystallite. The short-axis of the
crystallite is the (010) axis and is the result of hydrogen bonding between neighboring
EH-Indigo molecules. The aspect ratio indicates that the (100) π-stacking interaction is
~4.5 times more favorable to grow compared to the (010) hydrogen bonding direction.
Interestingly, the (001) axis is very uniform and has almost perfect alignment of
molecular layers. However, an increase in EH-Indigo concentration during the solution
deposition step does not result in larger crystallite sizes but rather a new morphology.
This morphology by AFM does not show the same anisotropy but rather very uniform
and thick film growth instead. Furthermore to contrast the EH-Indigo self-assembly to
that of the oligothiophene examples, EH-Indigo crystallites on the water surface can go
through a further phase transition during the LB compression if high surface pressures are
reached. Whereas in the case of oligothiophenes where crystal islands simply collapse
and form isolated bilayer structures, EH-Indigo crystallites forms long-range bundles of
crystallites on the water surface that can also be transferred to a substrate. These bundles
can be very large (>1cm) and hint at favorable inter-crystallite interactions. Further
measurements on these bundles in the form of small-angle x-ray scattering or polarization
dependent optical spectroscopy should reveal the extent of orientation and aggregation in
these bundles. An ideal scenario is perfectly oriented crystallites in each bundle. If such a
bundle is possible with more conductive indigo molecules then rather than use a single
crystal for an active layer for conducting materials, one could utilize conductive bundles
which could be deposited on substrates with precise orientation control.
The anisotropy of EH-Indigo self-assembly at the air-water interface is contrasted
with the isotropy of EHT-Indigo. EHT-Indigo only differs by the addition of two
thiophenes to the molecular structure but the self-assembly behavior change is significant.
The most important change is that the orientation of the molecule at the air-water
interface is perpendicular to that of EH-Indigo at the air-water interface. Preliminary
measurements by AFM and GIWAXS indicate that EHT-Indigo has the molecule lying
flat on the water whereas for the EH-Indigo case the molecule is closer to perpendicular
to the water. Furthermore, EHT-Indigo crystal islands are more round and isotropic than
EH-Indigo which is explained by GIWAXS measurements showing no heterogeneity in
the intermolecular interactions in the lateral plane of the film. The π-stacking direction
seems to be parallel to the water surface and the lateral plane of the film is of isotropic
hydrogen bonding interactions. Interestingly if a LB deposition is attempted with EHIndigo the film does not transfer to substrates such as HOPG or highly doped silicon with
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only a native oxide. The opposite is true for EHT-Indigo and very uniform coverage is
achieved with EHT-Indigo deposition onto HOPG. Further experiments and theoretical
calculations to determine the exact electrical crystal dipole orientation would help
understand the extent of electrostatic interaction between the surface and the crystal
dipoles.
The optical properties of EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo crystals were investigated by
photoluminescence spectroscopy. EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo were both found to exhibit
a large photoluminescence redshift when self-assembled into a crystal compared to
single-molecule behavior in solution. The redshift for EH-Indigo was found to be ~320
meV and for EHT-Indigo ~296meV. Furthermore, time-resolved photoluminescence
spectroscopy determined the fluorescence lifetime of EH-Indigo crystallites is
comparable to 50 picoseconds which is orders of magnitude faster than the solution
lifetime of 1.26 nanoseconds. These findings indicate that EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo are
H-aggregate dyes which coincides well with the crystal structure determined by
GIWAXS. Optical aggregation behavior was not observed in the concentrated EH-Indigo
film as the photoluminescence behavior matches well with that observed for the solution.
Further photoluminescence measurements on the EH-Indigo bundles would show how
well the macroscopic assemblies aggregated and whether they are suitable for further
electrical and optical studies with the purpose of ultimately using them in devices.
Lastly the electronic properties of EH-Indigo and EHT-Indigo films were investigated
by CAFM and KPFM, in the process also demonstrating the need for a more suitable
platform to study thin organic electronics by the way of graphene field-effect transistors.
EH-Indigo crystallite films were shown to exhibit inter-crystallite electrical contact by
KPFM. When applied with a gate voltage, the EH-Indigo crystallite film is able to stay
electrically grounded to the source/drain electrodes albeit not very efficiently due to EHIndigo’s low conductivity. The inability to conduct current in the bottom-contact gold
FET geometry however is due to the scale of the electrode compared to the height of
crystallites. To mediate such thin organic semiconducting films, graphene field-effect
transistors are fabricated using common nanofabrication techniques. Monolayer graphene
deposited on thick silicon oxide to behave as source and drain electrodes and the highly
doped silicon which acts as a gate electrode. The graphene after patterning shows only a
small step height that will not disrupt the conducting of current across monolayer films.
Preliminary measurements with EHT-Indigo and graphene FETs indicate that there is
electrical contact between the graphene and EHT-Indigo.

6.2 Future Directions
The in-situ characterization of functional organic semiconducting monolayers is an
important field that deserves attention. An AFM chamber that can reliably change the
environment during scanning probe measurements is a necessity for research labs
investigating the next generation of organic molecules for electronic applications. It is not
enough to measure the performance of semiconductors in vacuum or dry conditions if
one wants to understand true device performance. One of the fundamental issues holding
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organic electronics back is the degradation of organic material quicker than their
inorganic counterparts and in-situ AFM can provide answers as to how to better design
materials that can withstand these changing environmental effects. Alternative, these insitu AFM techniques also help understand how to design better organic film sensors.
The advent of flat field-effect transistors for the study of thin organic films is also
very promising for fundamental structure-property investigations. Monolayer organic
films can now be better studied for their electronic properties in a transistor geometry
without the worry of disrupting the molecular orbital overlap between neighboring
molecules. With a step height less than one nanometer, graphene field-effect transistors
can be used with oligothiophenes, indigo small molecules and others to measure the
properties in low-dimensional systems. The field of molecular electronics will make a
significant leap when it is possible to identify a specific class of molecules with high
performance in a model system and then form a crystalline film with a specific geometry
and orientation that can be deposited into a device architecture that is predetermined.
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